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EXCIIAHGE STAi:

PEOPLE PAY IT ALL
'

TVia fnllirannir letter IVCpivpd bv Mr.
"it 1 to be honed that every
Ipllla Wiiwlara avnlliina itaelf. thftt is. son who can do so will exchange

services were
Church Thurs-- J
of the
deClivereFthe sermon,

'iffiffi
it
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r"Aw7

celebrate our
?lf7vtag day. This is

te

a

thanksgiving
JTKiceoverof this
beautiful

iluE
fmtSSl

H

9 a day when
should "enter
His
7sFtes and come before
thanksgiving." We are
"sing unto Jehovah
and "with thanks-U- fi
known
our respects be made
We owe it to God and
.llmSwi to give thanks and praise
Hi bountiful blessings upon
nation during the past twelve
We must thank Him for His
us as individuals

This

bwrt

M&M"

Ellis Winders:
Tfeio 1a tn adviaa

that.ha.

closed

pleted and certificates issued. The
amount of yonr assessment ior pav
ravs
incr nn Tnlfl RTrppt
- - - - - lfl IZI.Z1.
T
"e.
mflnt, nn thia nrfnnnt. tnfl v he made
at the Town Hall at any time: however, if the total amount is paid with
in .50 aays irom aaie, you win receive
a liadAiint nf
If VHll Hn Tint. tlcA
cash
of
the
discount,
your
advantage
.
a
F
r
II I
me
iirst annual payment oi iu-,- ! vi .k.
total amount of the principal will be
ana interest pay
due Nov. 4,
ments will be due at the rate of 7
on deferred payments on the May 4
and the Nov. 4 of each year, the first
interest payment being due May 4,

It

Hood thing to give thanks, and
glad bo many of you have left
!rdaily duties to gather in Gods
EL to worship today, to express
mTmtitude to Him for His mer-2He has so grac-m- It
and blessings.
nt

bestowed upon you, and to reJour devotion to Him for another

pastors of Gallup
of
e with this privilege
MKd
the day,
feting you the message of
flball be delighted to meditate with
little while upon the fol--for
theme: "Wise Counsel to His
too from an Old Grayheaded Man
A

J
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War

it shows that the Town of Gallup has Savings Stamps, soon to fall due, for
used up all its bond money, ana now
savings certificatea," aaid
property owners must pay ior w Treasury
Coon. "The large amount
Postmaster
the
street
to
pavbridges in addition
of money invested and tho great numing.
While this letter shows the date ber of persona who purchased1 war
nf XTnv A 1097 it was revived bv
stamM ilinwhl that the 1MO
Mr. Winders November 17, 1922 ten pie of this country could wve money
when tne necessity
my,
days alter tne election.
ialu tha mnriDV thev saVd
Bond money all gone, interest on u
Vinnrl mnnpu "nntimiea to BCCUmmulate.
when they bought stamps to aid
taxes continue to go higher, while the govrnment in tne prosecuuuu m
property owners nay ior rverytnmK war ana ouy i reasury vui wiwr
that the
they get where does the tax money cates, they will demonstrate
thrift Imcmni nf thfl War hkVA BOt
80?
TOWK Or UALLUI
been without effect - The holders of
State of New Mexico
war savings stamps nave seen investments of about $20.50 grow to ICS
Office of Town Cierk
Nov. 4. 1922.
in five years, and larger amounts in

rlsSi&-25- .
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INCLUDING TAXES
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Very truly yours,
Non A. Walden,

iown uern.

GoA"
Let hi read
&t people laid

his message. "And all
unto Samuel, Pray for
(by eervinti unto Jehovah thy God,
we die not, for we have added
eto til our sins this evil, to ask us
I king. And Samuel said unto the
"pie, Fear not: ye have indeed done
if this evil; yet turn not aside from
Mowing Jehovah, but serve Jehovah
ttih all yonr heart; and turn ye not
wide; for then would ye go after vain
tings which cannot Profit nor deliver,
fcr they ire vain.
For Jehovah will
Vila ffrflt.
Ml fAMalran Vila nonnlo f(T
mmtvu
ivij.v vm. ... o
like, because it hath pleased
MMvan. to make you a people unto
huetf. Moreover as for me, far be
I from me that I should sin against
Urah in ceasing to psay for you;
tat I will instruct you in the good
ssd the right way.
Only fear Jeho-icud serve him in truth with all
Wnr heart; for consider how great
wings he hath done for you. But if
H ihiU still do wickedly, ye shall
be consumed, both
ye and your King."
A
great mess-athis.
"Proper consideration and appreciation of past mercies and
blessings
impels a renewed devotion and ser-ne- e
.to Almighty God.
This message
jemes to us today from our Father
Heaven, given by the voice of that
old phophet and man of God,
Silver locks may not always
sen wisdom, but when
they are worn
nch in one as this we do well to
Mi and heed. He gathers this mes-ffrom both a human and devine
unw, ttat of a large human exper-we- e
ind a devine and a divine
He is old and
grayheaded
e speaks from the
experience
S Jjng life; he is God's prophet,
ireit man of prayer, inspired of
and therefore
speaks divine
the wisdom of this coun- 21 !? ,?w considering.
And I trust
H 2"J' e this deeper wisdom as
JJrtudy it together.
TTJJJf the vision:
the fireside still the
light is

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL

IS ATTRACTING

SEEK

FUND PLENTIFUL

WIDE ATTENTION

y.

ty. Alleged damages are asked ior
$10,000, plaintms CAarguig mat Bf
fendants took possession and unlaw
fully held the lands.
The second suit has the same plain
tiffs with Louise Brown Heller and
T
V llelleo am anlo Hafandsfits.
nd
$10,000 alleged damages is asked.
The third suit has the same plain- tefenUnta with R ti. RrSiff
Utt.
rr
Luis
as an additional defendant, and $3,500
is askea.
Tfc
fnrtli -- nit haa tha aamA nlaln- tiffs and Louise Brown Heller, U K.
and Nellie Payne
Heller, G. A. Payne
I
AAA l i e
.
as defendants ana o,uuu u
The fifth suit has the same plaintiffs and Louise Brown Heller, L. K.
Heller and Ralph Roberts as defend
nnt 1 0 0(1(1 ia BsUeH.
The sixth suit has the same plaintiff and Louise Brown Heller, .L. K.
Heller and T. Younis as defendants
,

)r

FARMINGTON OIL FIELD DEVELOPMENT

the same proporuon. inej can w
the same thing repeated if they reinvest in Treasury savings certifiInterest accumulates at the
cates.
rate of 4 per cent each year, comThese saving!
pounded
certificates are exempt from the normal Federal income tax, and from
all State and local taxation (except
estate and inheritance taxes), and any
estate and inheritance taxes), and
may be held to the amount of $5,000
maturity value, for each issue, by evare
ery member of a family. They
hacked by the credit of the United
Stains Government, and afford an
easy and sure method of saving."

$51,000

DAMAGES

H(vnr.

Knv. 27. A tabu- (Santa Fe New Mexican)
lation of the money on hand in tne
For the first time, perhaps, in the
a
ui
Viictnv nf the federal onlirt here.
DE- various school treasuries,
1, 1922, shows $1,168,140.36.
plaintiffs who describe themselves asBE-COMoi
was
haiance
a
E A year ago there
"inhabitants and sub;ects oi tne ftein
tnis year rt.iUi, t4 normoiMi" liove fileH aiiitj, in
The figures
$377,723.05.
of
$790,417.J1.
showing an increase
ejectment for alleged damages over
Over two hundred percent.
real estate in the city of Gallup,
In 1921 the warrants outstanding
county. There are names sugand unpaid amounted to $306,698.41. gesting' users of the expression "Ach
of
Hiinmel"
auite German.
In 1922, $101,453.73, a decrease
An
PATRICK, in Farmington Times Hustler)
or 66.92 per cent.
The plaintiffs in the first suit are
$205,244.68
(Ey W.
fTtftrivie ITaiwiiDfin. VtrflfTuI Rrov Aria.
of the balances would
time analysisthat
a
font
wtillinn
aS are not looking for news t.nthis BfkB
the rural schools had a linda Anna Breji Jucht,-- . '.'Elizabeth
find
ave urnntircr
i i
i
fktr
t. t ;
The seventh suit has the same
t
balance 1n
iviagaaiena unnanna Drey auuj cutu-bet- h
well singing out the most wondertul
which they can make carbon
and Louise Brown Heller, L. K.
out
'of
who
far
Marie
Anna
but
$285,082.38
infant,
standing
1921
Brey.
irf
the world,
ct
music
news ink oi
Heller and the McKinley uounty
.....
v
TnHian reservation black, a composition for
J.
Elizabeth
sues
790,725.24
Magdalna
1922
by
Brey,
and Investment Company, a
vast quantities are used daily.
which
its
wnu
anu
can
ana
hear
ner
menu
motner
next
in
where only the coyotes
defendm this Tha .ntattinHinc
wuv.
o warrants
mean One company now represented
is also . her natural guardian. The de- - New Mexico Corporation, as
great volume of song, doesnt
asked,
n
T1I
J ants and $10,000-ifield want 200 million feet ot gas
anu
are
crown
Louise
neiier
T
ienuants
Mtflulrtai
r tfi.J.
45,910.38
1;22
anything to tne average
for its proposed piant.
L. K. Heller, her husband; Alexander
market for the gas" is the answer of daily
are attorney
m
tnnst of Illinois, The city schools had a balance in
art1 T..I.. Tln irkaKilanta ness of Albuquerque,
Q,tVanfr
nilolinmg
the
to
world
of
the
tho WwRt nart
$ 92,640.22
1921
of the City of Gallup, McKinley coun for plaintiffs.
And everybody Kansas, California, in fact nearly all
357,514.12
pas well's music.
1922
v. jaim
Louisiana
states
n
except
was
wen
wishes the gas
rein
Canada
in
of the states
Outstanding warrants
t f iho east telecrams are tand most normit
t
$ 82,162.65
the natural BaS Ot
1921
as
inquiry
to
arrive
making
ELECTION OUTGOnlE
news
65,543.35
beginning
1922
be used by the
to
states
those
to the extent oi we so
financamon
oiam.
of
for
marked
This
improvement
making
papers
dothat the Midwest Refining company
Those states want the gas for
cial conditions can be attributed to the
These
By JOHN T. ADAMS
needs. Difopened up a few months ago.
commercial
and
of the Budget Law, and its
mestic
York Uty,
operation
New
from
come
telegrams
Chairman of the Republican National Committee
ferent in New Mexico, and especially
enforcement by Educational Auditor
London, yueDecK. mey a,
will welcome the use of John Joerns.
newsFarmington
terests representing the biggest
rethe monster gas deposits already prorecord of the rural schools is
always witnesses a decided
The political off-yepapers in the world. These interests ven, as a source for the manufacture farThe
With
that of the city schools
than
better
election.
a
Presidential
of
nf rnrhnn black.
action from the majorities
rs
and can be accounted for by reason
fig- is so important that of the fact that monthly reports of
the calculations are based upon
This
industry
very few exceptions, the Congress i elected
are
loans
administralinapmred
in
...v;i
Krinor
railroads
and
to
the
tn
n
...
were
faitl
ul
request- H i may iiciy w
budget appropriations
has been in opposite political
based upon the character of the apcmnlnv thousands of laborers ed from rural schools. While the City
In view of this the retention of control of Congress
tion.
u
Not
ana
ready
iauer
increase
in
home.
tne
quite
marked
a
at
here
schools show
plicant,
richt
is very .Ratify ng.
our
of
The securities
by the Republicans this year
far the safest.Kotiif
announce their plans, but working- actual cash on hand, the first of this
is hv far based, to
i,
fiiH ond makine mvestiga- year, the showing as to outstanding
is especially true m view of the spirit of unrest
This
as an. aftermath
in fact and experience, upon the mor tions, the interests which have this warrants does not compare favorably
which prevails throughout this country visits
careful
a
make
be
will
its dissatisThat
als and ngnteousnss tn me
schools.
may
heart
at
rural
matter
with the
of the great war. Such a spirit always
tn the tart that no month- These elements again are the pro- survev of the gas area near FarmAt; auch
be
in
power.
churches
may
whatever
The
beparty
faction upon
ducts of the churches.
and it is not improbable to
class
ly reports were received for the city
of peoington
seto
a
which
m
great
create the atmosphere
time the only thought that appeals
schools and the annual reports relieve tnat every ioui i s
the
established.
of
issue
are
utilized.
of
the
and
few
a
be
can
regardless
a
that
justice
show
for
"vote
change"
ceived
profitably
quite
curity
here
ple is to
The entry of Mexican Petroleum, city schools exceeded the budget alAt each of our services we have
or the records of the contending parties.
conCoastal,
music.
Kinney
and
made
and
Western
States,
of real
practiced
selected
expenditures
lowances
well
Ohio,
In addition to this situation, there were issues
to law.
The choir renders anthems and the Midwest Ketimng, jtouui-citrary
Precedence
took
which
states
E.
I.
Gypsy,,
children's arms around the old, rich hymns ct the cnurcn.
importance in some in other
fincrs, Texas, Carter,
Tax Reductions
Unplaces opposition to theto pre-Wil'iams. Standard of California,
the evening of the 10th of December,
issues, and
u
balances
the
of
be- healthy
Because
Ed
to
are
we
Gulf
Oil,
"of
issues in order
service,
California,
love so
"fake"
ion
administration raised
to make substantial resweet, 0 who would at our
and a score of other big com- was possible
be favored by the high school orchesof
field is the answer ductions in the tax levies in many be
jfc it ever so homely, home is home" tra.
panies, into thisof whre
do not change any of the fundamental
we find a mar- the counties, which will, no doubt,
re
the
to
question
7
made upon corporations and
Neither
(Continued on Page Two)
appreciated by the taxpaying public,
ket for our oil.
sound
principles of economics and government.
...0
market particularly in
party
of
j
the
Republican
determination
Here is the situation. The field
do they shake the
of severe drought and the present
Tothese
here is the biggest for the
to
principles.
stand
conditions.
by
economic
administration
this
market
The
and
one
any field in the world.
ever
the
party
SENATOR
more
than
is
for
also pays the highest price fieldgas-in
day the Republican party
the forces of
of construction and Americanism as against
oline and lubricants of any
of oil and gas in commercial
covery
Arizona,
who
Those
supported
internationalism.
the world. The market in and
in
and
the
county.
destruction
parts quantities
election were fully ap- New Mexico, Nevada, Utah
United States Senator Capper, through his various
thrill occasioned by tne
in
this
first
The
candidates
the
California.
Republican
Only
of Colorado and
of oil is over and those who
Publications, has been demanding a reduction of freight
producing oil in discovery
big companies
in Farmington and San
interests
have
PreCReductfoSaof public expenditures and taxes continwhole
their
wes; but his attitude on the general subject of railroads the
this field can establish
are beginning to size up
Juan
county
this
as well
great
"as not blinded him to the main facts about government
sale distribution agencies in
anu
i.6
cooi
in
ue to be the dominant issues in every community will conmra"
under the working agreement the situation
and
the
followmarket
administration
in
control, which have been
the
investigations
way and theirliof ..nmea
as in the nation. This Republican
clearly presented
alfrnm daV tO
which they are said to maintain.
ing editorial from one of his papers, the Topeka Daily
its program of rigid public economy which has reen- tinue
is to Keep irom uciub
and
confidence
It
added
and
day
bring
Capital :
of
the
expenditures
big companies
public
of this market that
ready resulted in a slashing
and en- thusiasm ior tne iuture ui mo
are rushing their devlopment
in public debt and taxes.
duction
"The railroad cannot fix its own rates and
.
county.
to
field
this
get
into
rru
gineering crews
a.,., nn onii Clan Fnmnanv is
The party will remain steadfast to those underlying
poscharges.
production here at the earliest
now negotiating for the deepening of
governments.
conditions
market
The
"It cannot name the wages it will pay.
principles of all enduring
sible date.
its gas well at Aztec to tne hhu mi
to support law and order and
continue
will
wall.
MirKicf
.i.a
If
and deals
which thone not posted have pointed was iouiiu :M
It
'It
cannot
combinations
enter
into
we
in
the
desfr.
'
out as a drawback to the field are
four-squa"It cannot shut down when business goes to
against mob law and the vicious and prenegotiations are not concluded:
conditions that will bring about
verv
and
wee
class,
'
passion
of
oi
mis
government by
tructive theory
the bad.
companies by Saturday to deepen the well the
its development by the big have
"It cannot buy or sell a railroad system.
gain money posted
nriu lift the casinK
judice.
and after the big fellows
wil continue t0 gtand against the influences of
ed control or tne situation
"It cannot make capitalistic profits and divback to the 35 foot oil sand found at
this
at
who
m.ght
internationalism which would undermine and untimately
pendnt capitalists
600 feet and will work in mat .anu
idends.
come raw u
i
a great
commercm.
time
in
make
to
it
produce
"It cannot even determine how much capital
will
destroy those things which have made America
Tt will ha fhurned and ii
profit to themselves, to
UUttUhi-lCV.
"...
now.
nation.
honored
come
it shall issue on its property, or issue any
and
fail
;
mistake if they
this does not produce results an ef
It will continue to stand for the protectionandof our
Out previous approval of the public.
The report that tne wavajc wiuiiu fort will be maoe to snuvi, m
our
has brot
4th
December
our agricultural
be
held
will
'It is, in fact, an agency of the public, conindustries, our wage-earner- s,
if arrangemnts can be made for tnw
Tien ionM from
to
shnureH
heflW sat- them
sacrifice
would
frn,;
i.
which
forces
those
BBHU
d..w
XHIO
"
WOrK.
and
trolled completely by the government." .
trade, against
all the companies named above -. uration of high grade oil and is es- class or loreign interests.
II
A
uu&
n..A IUAI fflWn
from a SCOre OI muepenueni.the oppor- .
The fact is, rates cannot be reduced unless costs are
Oil mt
- J
who have awakened to
rpv;. .mnllllt nf
i
ists
Darreiuy.
Jfuced. Costs, cannot be reduced so long as the present
offered for oil investment in that
depth will prove commercially
We of wages and the prices of fuel, materials and other tunity
.
,
San Juan county.
There is also mucn kmtujleased profitable.
.
5TleJ? re maintained, and in these matters the hands
The Producers & Refiners company
u.,-,- ,,
.re heinir e
munder tne leaaeranip vi
itm oeilar for the der
i
j.
tnousanu,
Santa Fe are tied.
T-mis .UUIJJl.VCU
and
.
with
energy,
continue
will
near
can
the
party
rick in the Ute reservation
what is particularly needed at this time is better
is no great rush or boom aPffnton Midwest gasser and is moving ng wm-be-ri
mvui
reconstruction wnicn na mvy
im portation service,' more cars, locomotives, and other
out
to
and
everjrmii.B
casing
"3
the surface,
and drilling tools
since March,
improvement
Santa
be
under
will
the
TViiHnp
.v-w- s
and
in
ui
4k.
.ite
necessary for moving the business,
rapiaiy
the outlook for the future ii
1:f ooing
way in two weeks at the mott.
in its power to provide these.
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i hn

One.)

sietere,
'n,puritybrothers,
the afety,
dear
that
of

t ti
C

daarest spot on earth.
home and you
xv: for there la where
f
' i i r'-- it way is taught,!
4.U wLere our future citi-- ,
rn to fear God and serve Him
for love'a ake and
i te Gott
tu thank God alao for our
for teachers who love and
seek to live over again
1
'3 who
of their pupils; for teach- ,

Urirtian

i

i

1

,

i

r--

'

1

V

otr

''

God; who believe

Ir-- ow

in

live them, and seek
Ves,
.te them in the lives of the

r

(

home,

.a. TTiat a mighty power for
rre oar schools when manned

teachers and where the good
is taught, and yet how
tIJs power if wielded by
7 hands. Let us thank God
.
schools and the treat and good
those in- -i
rv Our lessonthefrom
German nat- teachings in
to warn us constantly and
a ii on oar guard. Let us have
i tras relion of Jesus Christ in
in ue Uvea of the teachers,
; U at guard her door from those
false doctrines of in-- y
touandandromanism.
The salva-- i
to ourity of life
tl our schools
t
teaching means the salvation and
ty of our country.
of the thousands who
. LJt what
-- to our shores from distant lands.
I sSi we not be thankful for them?
m, why not? They need our help
they may become our helpers to
HiSetter
and greater country. Still
it must be admitted that there is dan-f- ir
of counteracting influences upon
1
greatness of our nation. They
cj&enge us and appeal to our ability, to teach the good and right way,
& fear of God and true service to
mankind. But they are not in our
kenea nor in our schools. They are
tfes shops, the mines, the factories.
it
V3 shall teach them there? Their
employers, their mates, their fellow-l- r
Voters. These are their teachers.
Lire we behold the present, the urgent necessity of having Christian men
in charge of these great plants of
industry, and men and wom4rican
en emnloyed therein who know God
aid fear him, for the lives of these is
tie only teaching that thousands of
these people will ever get These
Americans who mix and mingle with
Ce strangers within our gates help
or hinder in the making of the right
kind of citizens and hence of the
greatest nation. But to do this, these
social instructors must have had the
proper instruction in their youth,
hence the importance of this old man's
cwonsel. We are compelled to thank
God today for the thousands, yea millions of noble Christian lives that are
lived daily in these great industries,
and their power over the pilgrim that
seiourneth with us.
iw thank God today for true relig
'

i

It wey

-i

t

j

ti

LI

7

S

ion and for the great institutions that
defend it and propoxate its divine
principles in our. land, the churches
of Jesus Christ The religion of a
nation determines its character. We
must thank God for the religion of
Jesus Christ given us in its simplicity and purity. We thank God for
the protestant denominations that interpret to us this great religion. We
thank God for his bountiful blessings
upon our labors for humanity during
the past year. Thousands have been
saved, other thousands have been edified and strengthened by the ministries of God's faithful servants in
Sunday school and church.
That we may the more thoroughly
understand the meaning of this message of this great old man of God,
we need to recall the critical situation
through which his nation, Israel, was
passing. Up until this time God had
been their King, says Samuel, but
now they have chosen Saul to rule
over them. They had persisted in
their sinful demands until God permitted them to make Saul king. W hen
they were convinced of this awful
error and sin of turning from Jehovah as king unto the rulership of a

man they sought forgiveness from
God and entreated Samuel to pray for
them. In answer to this plea this
noble prophet speaks these great
words of our text. And "these things,
says the Apostle Paul, "were written
for our adminition."
God calls us back to him. Since
this is a national day of thanksgiving
we are considering now great things
God hath done for us as a nation.
They are many and they are great.
Our people have been greatly favored
by the hand be God. The touch of the
fingers of divine Providence has been
felt in every nook and corner of our
beloved country. Of all the nations
of the world, what nation has been
so highly favored as has ours ? Surely if any nation ought to be thankful
today, it is the United States of America. Surely if any nation ought to
love God, ought to honor and .serve
God through a motive of gratitude,
it is our dear old America.
And yet, my brethren and friends,
it seems to me that we as a people
are acting more foolishly than the
children of Israel did on this occasion. We are drifting away from God.
Have you ever felt such, spiritual
Have you ever witnessed
coldness?
such waywardness and worldiiness and
neglect on tne pan 01 proiessingin
Christians as is found right here
Gallup, which is only one of the many
such places, I am told. Have you
ever seen such disrespect for law and
order, both God's law and man's as
exists today? It seems that this wave
of worldiiness is sweeping us out into
a sea of sin and trouble. It is a similar condition to that of Israel the day
nur mpBsnee was snoken. We are
drifting away from God, from that
heart and life fellowsnip witn uoa.
And, my friends, the day this condition becomes general woe betide our
nation. "Jehovah is with you while
you are with him, and if ye seek him
he will be found of you; but if ye forsake him, he will forsake you." For
this reason, my brethren, let us lift
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THE VERY LATEST
IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT

Music from the best singers,
Bed time stories, After dinner
speeches. News Bulletins, mar--

ket reports from
stations at Kansas City, Dallas,
Los Angeles, Portland, Denver
Salt Lake City arid as far east
as New York, and north in
Broad-castin-
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Re-gin- a,

Canada.

COME IN FOR DEMONSTRATION
Evenings Between 6 and 8 P. M.
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our voices with that of this dear
man in an earnest plea and urg- Jklv. lived in
other nations ana
V.lose
han(j the
ent call to the millions that are wanat
observed
to
dering far from God, to come backman
n the hom Me in
trwt
old
this
him. How tenderly did
call his people back to God. He loved his nation, and though they had
to ay, that, in my pinii
less
sinned, he urges them to return to God frank
if
For
him.
follow
and cease not to
influence of tne
V VTSL
can
God
go
only
emphysis on
"they
they leave
after vain things that cannot profit ChrisUin
home.
and
Oh, both Christainhome? That sweet com
nor deliver, for they are vain."
what is
the vanity of the world without God! Oh!
panionship,
That is his message unto us today.
Of nie me
Call the people back from vanity, the The happy smile of welcom i on n,ain
.
vanities of life, call them back to God.
Upspnngmg
When God has been so good to us how
shall we be so ungrateful to him as It "is the eager clasp of kindly hands
to forsaken him for such vanities?
um.,
Come back to God. You have sinned? Thl ready sympathy which under-stand- s
Yes, but come back to God. Jehovah is gracious and merciful and forAll feeling by its own.
giving, come back to him today. nat-If
some
ever there was a time when any
sneaking of the real homeather's
ion needed to come back to God, that onl
said: "Home, is the
time is now, and that nation is ours. kingdom, the children's paradise, the
For her own sake? Yes, for her own mother's world." Another declares:
of angeb-t- he
sake, for her own salvation. But not
is the lighting
that alone; much more than that, for "It angel of beauty, the light winged
the sake of the nations. They are messengers of tenderness and love.
is the unilooking to us. The nations are follow- To this another
We are called a
thougnt-hbwhere
ing our example.
of
heart,
the
Christian nation. Are we? Do we versity of others is taught, where
is
prove it? A nation without God
is cultivated, where gracedoomed. The further we drift from domesticity
is practiced, where inful
deportment
we
God the nearer our woeful end
is the unwritten and
service
come. Then friends, for the sake of telligent
law." Make your home
controlling
of our own nation and for the sake
such a place and there your chilof the nations of the world let's come just
It is
dren will delight to remain.
back to God, and let's call our peo-nl- e
we build up soul strength, give
there
who
hath
back to God. It is He
and taste tne
n saturation,
done great things for us, to Him our sweetness which in after years become
And
nation owes its existence and its pros precious and tender memories.
perous life.
it ever so humto this may I add-- be
II. A call to prayer,
ble and Christian, there is no place
Our message is not only a call to like home in the building of characcome back to God because of the great ter and the undergirding and exalting
thines he has done for us; it is an of a nation.
urgent call to prayer, prayer for our
Therefore, on behaif of the youth of
nation, prayer for our rulers. "More- our town and country, on oenau 01
over as for me," says the grand old
And its haoDiness, for the
man of God, "far be it from me that I sake of the future greatness of our
should sin against Jehovah in ceas
mothgreat country, I plead with you,
ine to pray for you."
have a "power if you
who
ers,
you
We sin against God in ceasing; to
wield it, both over the child in your
pray for our nation and its rulers. arms and
the father who loves it and
How many times have you really
a
purer than the air of
power
you,
prayed for your country during the Laven and stronger than the seas of
past year? How many times have earth to make your home the sweet-- t
you thanked God for such men as rulnlace on earth. Make it so, and
ers as we have and prayed for them?
these
worldly amusements that are
How many here who have not prayed
up our homes will have no
breaking
even once during the year for his
from vour bovs and girls,
nation? And yet Samuel says, and The work of the church is one of
God though him, that we sin in ceasGod's great methods of teaching and
ing to pray for our people. God for- trainine in the eood and right way
give us for this sin. God teach us to in the fear of uod and service to
pray for all of our ottieers, trom the
true and whole hearted.
president to the least of our city ofLet us thank God that, though in
Instead of praying, what do
ficers.
some places, hearts have grown cold
we do for our men in authority? We
is neglected
toward God and
criticize, abuse, reproach, and that and treated withreligion
terrible mdvfer-encvery often for things that we ourin thousands of places and milselves would be guilty of, were we in
of hearts the bold fires of God's
lions
their place. "For", says the Apostle love still burns, and men and women
Paul, "Wherein thou judgest another are devoting their talents and means
thou condemnedst thyself.
of the Good News
These are trying times. These are to the spreading all over
this world.
times when men's souls are tested. of Jesus Christ
Let us pray God that the cold hearts
They need our prayers, they need our of his children
may be warmed and the
help. It is God's command to pray
indifference may be
for them. Listen to the great Apos- spirit of fearful
devotion to that
into
ardent
changed
tle again: "I exhort therefore first
cause that lies at the very foundaof all, that supplications, prayers,
tion of home and school and counthanksgiving, be made
nation" can get along without
for all men, for kings and all that try. A
and people, but
are in high places, that we may lead a good many things, wanes
and vana tranquil and quiet life in all godli- when true religion
departs from v!
ness and gravity. This is good and ishes and real piety
her people, that nation is doomed.
acceptable in the sight of God our Let us
thank God that piety is still
Saviour." It is a time to pray, pray
and that there are
for our rulers and not criticize. Our found in the land,
men who fear God and seek to keep
message is a call to prayer. Far be holv this day of rest, that respect
it from us to sin in ceasing to pray
ofGod has wonder the laws of the country and as
for our country.
who
seek
the
to
restrain
ficers
lawless,
fully blessed us during the past year, love neither home nor country nor
let us not cease to pray for greater
God from ruling our nation.
May
blessings during the ensuing year.
their tribe increase, and may our own
III. A call to proper Instruction.
town of Gallup be found in such hands.
In addition to what we have said,
for God's divine
I am
we have here in our text an urgent method of pleading the
people in the
call to true and proper instruction. eood and teaching
right way. It is at God's
He tells us in exceedingly significant house, on God's
of rest, by
holy
words the secret of a prosperous and God s humble servant day
in fellowship
happy nation and the method by which with God's dear children. Let Gallup
Hear the come back to God and his house and
such an end is obtained.
words of the old grayheaded man we will have a more
prosperous and
again: "But I will instruct you in the happy town.
good and right way. Unly fear Jehov
Let us thank God for the Press and
ah and serve him in trutn witn an its
great work for the nation. Let
your heart: for consider how great us thank God for men who fear and
things he hath done for you." The serve God and dare to use the power
nation that (ears God and serves him of the pen for the honor of God, and
in truth with all its heart is bound to
and the security and happiness of our
be prosperous and happy. How truly
nation. May God save our country
does the history of every Christian nafrom the destructive pen of her enetion. Notice the method he is going mies within her bounds,
and raise un
to use. I will teach you the good and
editors that fear God, love the truth
right way. Do you see it? Gods and use their unmeasured power for
good man teaching the good and right
our people in. this good
way. And what is that good and right instructing
way. We thank God for
The way of personal religion and right and
way?
good men who wield the
great
and true, wholehearted service. This our
oen for God's erlory.
then is a call to the right kind . of
Let us thank God for our great
teaching in our homes, our schools, generals of the army and navy, for
our shops and other places of busi- the officers at their command and for
ness, or social gatherings and our our noble brother soldiers and sailchurches.
ors in the ranks that take their lives
I could never put too much emphe-ai- a in their hands and keep the lonely
on this point. No generation is vigils for the safety of our dear old
born educated, every child must begin U. S. A. We are grateful for their
at 'A' the first letter, at the beginning. inestimable sacrifices for us in the
Every generation begins there and past, for their profound interest in
ends where its teachers carry them. us and nrotection of us in the pre
How exceedingly great is the respon- sent, and
pray God's richest blessings
sibility of all who have any part in unon them all.
the teaching of a nation. They make
We give thanks to God for our
the nation, high, holy, and great, or orreat Christian president, for his
low and sinful and worthless.
who have the welWhy noble
have we such a great nation today? fare of our country on their hearts.
Wav back yonder somewhere some God bless all these men in authority
" .
body said he would teach us the good all over our land.
let
and right way, ana did it.
once
more
Finally, my friends,
We ought to be thankful for our us thank God for his mercy that calls
homes today. There where the first us back to him, for his grace that
lessons of life began, there where the has supplied our needs, for his call
rough knots are hewn off, there where to prayer and its privileges, for the
hitrh and holy principles of religion call to proper instruction in the dear
and honesty and serivce begin to fall old home, for the happy school days
into our hearts as precious, seed from and the noble Christian teachers, for
of modest Christian
above. Let us thank God for father the influnce
and mother who cared for us, who lives that daily touch our own in the
tausht us, who directed our feet in shops, the train, the field, the mines,
the paths of righteousness, who pray- the ranch, for the printed page, for
ed lor us. What a power is home. the faithful lawyer whose honor we
And yet one of the greatest dangers extol, for the patient physician who
of this nation today is the vanishing braves the storms to relieve the sufinfluence of the home over the youth fering, for the true man of God, the
of our land. My heart aches when I minister, who serves God and man in
see the boys and girls on the streets word and deed, for the modest temple
or learn that they are flitting the time where we meet to worship, and where
away in some wordly amusement in- his humble servant seeks to make
stead of being nurtured, entertained, known the will of our Heavenly Fathinstructed in a lovely home. I wish er and to strengthen us for the baty
I had every father an mother in this tles of life.
town here this hour just to tell them
Yes,
this one word, namely make your home "For all that God in mercy sends,
a real home; real in its home spirit, For health and children, home and
friends,
real in its friendship and companion- Uin dahI In
(vtcillAtf tial tin1IUA nni- - For comfort in the time of need.
Dllf ICM III 1VO lltkVIIViVVUHl
Pltitual life a place of joy and con- For every kindly word and deed;
tentment. Do you agree with me in For happy thoughts and holy talk,
this statement I make. The sweet- - For guidance in our aauy wane,
est place on earth to me in the years For everything--, give thanks."
up
old
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More Columbia Batteries are used In die
United States than all other makes com
bined, because
Columbias have been manufactured on a large
scale considerably longer than any other dry
battery
They have over 30 years of battery manufac
curing skill and Improved equipment behind

P'e

them

i

Every improvement of any account has been
developed in the Columbia laboratories
The Columbia "Hot Shot" was the first suo
cessful assembly of dry cells in one package
And again Columbia has demonstrated Its
leadership through the development of the
new Steel Case "Hot Shot" Battery

I

Wherever a dry battery is needed, Columbia
will always give the best service
For sale right near you by
GENERAL STORES
ELECTRICIANS

STORE

HARDWARE

IMPLEMENT STORES

Look for the name Columbia

Cfanmlbiia
iy Batteries
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20 lbs. FAMILY WASH
For $1.25
to You'Damp
We Wash, Rinse, Blue, Wring and Return
t
Lntire ramily Wash

the 1
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Laundry
Gallup Steam166.
PHONE

1
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GALLUP TRANSFER
A.

J. McMahon, Prop.

"The World Moves, So Do We"
QUICK SERVICE
-:-

-

Phone 42

-- :-

The Paris Shoe Store
The Only Exclusive Footwear Shopping
Place In Gallup
FIRST CLASS SHOE REPAIRING
Boots and Shoes Made to Order
Corner Coal Ave. and Third St.

EDWARD HART
LUMBER, HARDWARE, BUILDING
MATERIAL, MINE SUPPLIES, PAINT,
GLASS, CEMENT, PLASTER

A
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MAKING HOUSEWORK EASY
Clean steel km,veJa3
forks, remove stains

grease with

SAPOLjf

Cleans

Large cake
No waste
COCa KOtCAH'3

SONS CO.,

few Tfc, D. 1 A.
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"I tlmutrlit you didn't hellcvo ln the Taw foully murdered. Now ram free
nntural thing! r.ut nil right; I grant to strike for my honor nnd my futher's
your request. And now I suppose I'd memory to carry Justice to that murlietter five you some'
derer."

PAGS niTJT

II

: Bb
sat musing over the strange
ten mm, nut
pdtgre who had Just
flowed down another
1MB bis mind
a whim or
channel, for different from
In the
mission
hls
imwement-to
froth, secret, grim and desperate. But

isn't well for even a slave to be
broke,'1
The slave's fiice brightened with
hope. "You couldn't iiinke It ns much
ns live dollars, could you?"
"No, thirty cent."
Shottle took the money and snt
droopliiR. Drnce gave him a cigar, and
they smoked for u time in silence. At
lust Shottle looked towurd Draee, his
face guiltless of the whimsical humor
that had hitherto possessed It.
"Master," he suld, "I don't want to
be Inquisitive, and If I'm prying Into
whut's none of my business, I won't
mind your suying so. But I want to
be a faithful sluve, and I can serve
you" best If I know what what are my
master's purposes ln life. For example, was there any specinl reason for
your learning to throw and tie that
way? Is there anybody In pnrtlculnr
I could help you to put the rope on?"
Draee made no answer for a moment, but bent a searching rye upon
his new servitor. Somehow the man's
soul seemed to shine transparent In
his face; and through It Draee saw
sincerity; moreover the longing of
youth for comradeship was strong
within his lonely soul and won him
from reticence.
"Liberty," he snid, "did you ever
hear of a mnn named Stepho ln Vltte?"
Liberty nodded. "Yes, I've henrd of
him ; they soy he's nn outlaw, a smug-

With an awkward gesture Liberty
stretched forth a hand, caught Drace's
find wrung it warmly. "You're like-l-ike
Hamlet!" he exclaimed. "I'll do
my best to help you, liamiet.
Let me
be your Horatio ns well as your slave."
Drnce returned the fervent handclasp. "My Horatio!" He agreed. And
then, solemn again, he udded : "It's a
worthy cause, Liberty. It's not alone
my private vengeance, hut the wrongs
of a whole community that the ordinary machinery of Justice can never
right. Why, Liberty, dozens of men
were murdered by those drunken
fiends; little children vre trodden
under the hoofs of their horses, and
women
Near our house, Liberty, an
old couple live In poverty.
At the
time of Stepho's raid their son and
his young wife lived next door to
and pros
them; they were
perous. The day of the raid the son
had received tea thousand dollars from
the sale of some lands. When rumor
of the raiders came, he hurriedly hid
the money somewhere ln the neighborhood, scribbled on a piece of paper the
location of that treasure and gave It
to his wife before he went out with the
other men to fight. Next morning he
had been shot; and the young wife
had been carried off by those devils
her child with her, after the Indian
custom, to keep her from suicide. No
one knows what became of her. Nor
has that money ever been found. Liberty, If I could find Stepho, get him In
my power, I believe I could at least
learn what became of that poor young
woman possibly find that paper and
learn where to find the money those
poor people so sorely need ; for once,
some years ago, a mysterious fellow
was caught digging about their yard.
. . But I've talked enough. Liberty.
.
Action! Do you know any more about
La Vine?"
"Not much." replied Liberty. "I believe be is often seen up the River,
nnd sometimes down on the const. He
has his friends, and nearly everybody
else is afraid of him. So you we
must keep dark till we get our chance.
well-to-d- o

A GROWING SAVINGS ACCOUNT IS
SOMETHING TO BE THANKFUL FOR

lifj

A Bavings account is not only a safe form of investment but it
is an emergency fund which comes to one's aid in case of need.
Many people have had occasion to be thankful for an adequate
savings account when funds were needed on some sudden call.
is a peculiar trait of human nature that, people need to be
to
do the very things they know they ought to do. While
urged
one who preaches is Beldom popular, we believe it is the duty of a
financial institution to continue to preach the gospel of thrift

It

This bank will welcome your account no matter how modest
beginning and pay 5 per cent interest on savings accounts
s..
subject to usual regulations.
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"She Takes to Him Like a Duck to
Water," Said the Slave, Looking
After His Master and His Third
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the Colonel dropped onto a chair.
Shottle snt beside him.

and

"She takes to him like a duck to
water," said the slave, looking after
GIBSON
his master and his third cousin.
"And worse," said Drnce. "lie's the
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Colonel sighed. "Liberty Shot-tie,- "
mnn who Liberty, give me your
(Gallup Herald Special)
be said, "I am going to tell you
word, your oath, that you'll keep this
!"
secret
something."
a sacred
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Automobile busiso lightly, sir."
into
the
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will
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liberty and Drace's hundred,
ness at Hollywood with Mrs. McVey's
"All right ; go uhead."
"Liberty, before the war my father.
thrust his head in at the door
brother.
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giving Day.
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H'm here comes Colonel
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"Come
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and
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The
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of that night still burns like a flame
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i throw me and tie me that way," burned our little town and killed near- filled his pipe with tobacco crumbs dug ladies of exquisite refinement, nnd men
Sunday with a splendid two CorChris Langhurst was in from WhitesBed Draee to the victor when the
an address by Dr. W. B.
ly every grown man in It. For word out of his breeches pocket, and, long strong in the dignity of medicine or film; and
water with a bunch of fine, home
a free tube of tooth-past- e
Mtanent had a little subsided.
nell;
was brought of their coming, and the legs crossed, sat back to enjoy himthe law.
grown turkeys, which he was selling
Jo looked at Draee a moment. The
"You have not chosen an opportune to everyone present.
men nearly all of them married men self.
10:00 (Jhurcn ftcnooi, mr. a. a. for Thanksgiving.
Jwmj man looked powerful
war
to
old
an
to
war
the
New
has
to
Tom Pitman and family, formerly
time
visit
Orleans,"
or old who hud not gone
enough
"Well, sir, Mr. Draee, the
Beeson. Supt., with classes lor an
a dangerous, but
of Heaton, are now residents of Gib
five dollars was seized weapons and went out to de- been ended some years; and If we for Judge remarked to Drnce. "We are
and needs.
ages
son.
dollars,
ne smiled, bowed, fend their houses.
Morninir worsnip wim
get an evil as easily as a virtue, Bir, it forced to live under the infamy of a
A number of people from the camps
Xd out the wrinkled rug and took
I carpetbag government, sir. Political sermon by the pastor on "Educationmassacred almost to a will soon be only a dim memory.
were
"They
were Zuni visitors Tuesday, attendschools
PM by the hand to lead him forth,
of
the
public
teachers
The
al."
could
scoundrels, who in the North
man. . . . And It was not plunder had enough of It."
invited to be our special ing the Chalio dance.
astonishment of all, Draee alone
"But you were not really In the never attain to even the meanest of- are cordially
Charles Haggerton, from the "0
led them to choose our litthat
nf
tnnmine.
tho
Master Joe; but he could not
but a army, Colonel Josh," the sluve Bpoke fice, come down here where we are
Service with and L" Ranch, at Cousins, spent
an
town
While"
for
7.
tle
Liberty,
w..rth
outrage,
tbt champion.
disfranchised and elect themselves leg- a Union of all the Protestant Churcnes Thanksgiving with his wife at the
passion for revenge. For next morn- up.
. Aififl rA guest house.
U
..
."Show me how it's
Ml
his
at
done," said Vir-f- t
pipe,
Colonel
islators, governors representatives of ox. tne
to
The
pulled
mis dcij.-found
wus
iti win u
hanging
city,
ing my father
Mrs. Langhurst and Mrs. Lane
'told I'll give you the
stretched his neck nnd oppenred to parishes that they have never seen. in flverv WAV. One of the unique fea
money."
'or a long time, and until the Colo-- I
spent
Tuesday with Mrs. Chas. Mayer
a
will
Family
and
be
collar.
"Community
are
In
his
taxes
tures
they
levied,
down
for
fish
Heavy
something
at Navajo.
tnrown
and Shottle were worn
with
was
Picture
pictures
and
The
Gallery"
governor
out with
pocket the money.
"Liberty, my duty was scouting
Mrs. John Hamilton, who makes
on the screen of nearly every family
ng, the two
struggled ; and so apt
the Incidental picking up of mules, as not elected, but mimed by a gang of of
The her home with her daughter, Mrs.
outside.
and
many
the
parish
uthe student that he succeeded
v
the records of the Wur Deportment freebooters. The real citizens of the idea will be to create a better spirit Lane, has been visiting her son, Bill,
In
state have no vote. Their former of comradship by laughing with one for the past week, at his ranch, west
turning the master over and
will be pleased to exhibit, sir."
Wt him. But It seemed that the
sioves nnd the crooks who now man- another over the poses wo ull know of Gallup.
After n few minutes' more conversaMrs. B. F. Wamsley, of Gallup,
ballot-box- .
f'y champion was. too
This and love so well.
Superintendent
and
tion the Colonel rose. "I will now go age them control the
n Insisted on another willing, And
address of the was a dinner guest at the home of
till
will
the
Walt
affairs.
of
is
true
state
declared
the
White
give
he
ballroom."
to
the
lwk
Ed McMullen Monday.
ow, though the
Six people will present a Mrs.
evening.
struggle was genuine
himself. "Liberty, I came aboard to- you see New Orleans, sir."
The Catholic ladies, Alter Society
entitPlaylette
JWs part, Drnce tied him.
Miss
for
serious
This talk was too
Still
night with your third cousin, Miss
The High School will give a Grand Ball at the Gibson
w, another five
She plucked Draee away to led: "Undelivered."
Lucy.
promised, and
Glee Clubs will furnish Theatre on the evening of December
Lucy Sanders."
and
Orchestra
willing to quit,
And a free tube ninth,
"Tiint so? Cnmp down, Marse Draee, walk with her, and she hung luu;:hlng the special music.
"finest sport I ever
Mrs. Ortiz, who has been quite ill
on his urm ns everywhere his eyes of tooth-past- e
will be given to everyhad!" he said
I'll introduce you to her.
and
M turned
with the roses in one present as a health boost for Edu- for the past week, is able to be around
for
the
searched
away to the upper deck
girl
rollred,"
has
she
that
"I think, sir,
vain! And presently he excused him- cational Week. Be sure to come early again.
JW to avoid the questions and
I he dance Saturday night, was well
the Colonel was quick to Interpose, self
and bring your friends with you.
showered upon him.
and went disconsolately to bed.
attended by Gallup people, as well
realizing that be had thoughtlessly sugDface was
as Gibson people.
own terriCONTINUED NEXT WEEK
musing not, It must be
gested an Invasion of his
o
we ordinarily look and have come to
Wessed, upon the serious purposes
o
tory.
"Web had
love one another for.
brought him to the South,
"Not while there Is n fiddle going." COMMUNITY FAMILY PICTURE
with
a
fine
Playlette,
There will be
lLUpon that lrl of
red
GALLERY SUNDAY NIGHT a cast of six people. The playlette
snld Shottle. "Come on."
Shottle appeared again.
nat-Uiat
Liberty
will be of a
Into Virgil's heart (lew the hope
in his
While" Ser"Worth
presence, not with a droop
vp strut will be entitled "Undelivered"
be the
Sunday
night's
cousin
might
slave's
the
Church Supt. Roy L. White will give the adcould vice at the Congregational
. ght ln tl,e m(ltl'y resolution
girl with the roses ; there
of the most unique ser- dress of the evening; the High School
one
be
will
.
uu iiu verse rate
uuncs
her,
be no mistaking her, after meeting
"W thrust
vices ever planned in the city. It will Orchestra and (.lee Cluos win give
upon him. In the belief
In that brief gaze he had carried
for
"Educational Sunday" and all the the music; Rev. Hendrix will read the
be
Wou,(i
make
him
look more like
.rfK he
Rev. Dowie will
a master's painting of her, Protestant Churches of the city will Scripture Lesson;
away
now
'w,
wore his coat turned
Women want the last word, espeenseled in his mind. So he was quick join in the Service, which begins at give the Prayer Talk and Rev. Clark
aide out.
will offer the prayer. Arrangements cially the last word in clothes.
hasten below with Shottle, the Colo- 7:30 sharp.
to
made with a leading tooth?",er' 1 w'ute you," he remarked.
Among the novel features this com- have been
nel panting behind them.
manufacturer whereby we will
With a boy or girl in high school
nght," said Draee. "But turn
Miss Lucy had Just left oft dancing. ing Sunday night will be "Community paste
be able to distribute a free tube of there isn't much the parents dont
barbor-lan- , Familv Picture Gallerv" in which pic
J"LenBt 1 ant my slave, the grlnd- the
not
thrilling
No, she was
- ..-to all present at the ser learn.
will be thrown on the screen of tooth-past- e
By mm, t0 appear re8pectably
but Draee swallowed his disap- tures
and out of the vice. This will oe xne neaita uuusi
in
both
Ton may sit down."
people,
many
takmnn
Educational Sunday.
pointment dry, like a swamp
Every rat costs this country 1.8S
Representatives irom tne ioi-I- forThe
wank you, sir."
Shottle might have re- parish.
public is most cordi- per year, but isn't worth it"
II
general
shown:
be
will
Boyle
families
quinine.
Pinned
wine
ing
Was
fou didn't
His
Breast
And
on
kinsbe present for this serlast long."
flected that never before had his
Vossburg, Wood, Willmunder, Poison, ally invited to
Card That Resd: "Alfred Draco,
master. The tangled-haire- d
vice.
to see him. On Randolph,
Throwing cold water on a project
so
Johnson,
been
L
glad
woman
Stark,
Spears,
of
8tepho
,
With the Compliments
dampens the enthusiasm.
tte "Wewlss, like a cow.
always
v J?Cr
his arm she hung as she cooed, but Phillips, Burke, .Collins, Mitchell,
Since there are no cuss words in the
With-ertwo pots I But what can
lishe
Glied,
and
Tamony,
Evans,
on
were
Draee,
Cregar,
you
disher eyes
how do they
It is easy to hold down a Job; the
Sellard, Shanklin, Peck, McDon- Japanes language,
the
L man that has an ace-fua tree. And on his breast was pinned tened, not to her words, but tonotes
to do is make it grow.
t, cuss winter ?
thing
Dietzman,
Clark,
Walthers,
ald,
lon can
the
with
as
soft
man preserve a card that read : 'Alfred Draee,
kb 2lTow
music of her accent,
Sullivan,
Hendrix,
Brose,
Reed,
nwdom
at
Shangthat rate? And a felJ"
that
A bachelor's main troubles
People without autos have a hard
of a dove. Like a
the compliments of Stepho la Vltte.
Frederick, Cowan, Chambers, Larsen,
a
he has no wife to blame them on.
card he hai, the Colonel stood flrst on one foot ftnise. Lvn'n. Newmann. Johnson. Bol time keeping away from home.
the
at
looked
ls k- i-I wm"plnd,e chlB nd
again
Liberty
average wart beat held ln his hand, then handed It back and then on the other. Draee politely ton, Connoly, Miller, Moore, Fallis,
su JET
Witt four Jacks.
When things look dark it is tlnu to
to donee with him, Crandall, Franke, Cox, Winders, ManOne trouble with the world is not
Crushed me I And
to Drnce. "I reckon I understand now, asked Miss Lucy
start shining.
wwia have crushed
ning, Masters, Robertson, Cornell, enough wars are being prevented.
Julius Caesar master," he said. "Yon are buntln
same. Well, after
Wyper, Jones, Surnap, lurK, juapie,
all, free- - this Stepho
bound Cantrell, Yersin, Shauer, Rollie,
I am bound to win, but I am
"ny responsibilities.
As a
skM
Haman
as
Apple, Ketner, Wilson, Scbwarts,
"To hang him as high
to be true. I am bound to succeed, Beeson,
MTJJ ""tlvate what virtues I can and to
on his breast,
Mason, Carrington, Chapman,
card
what
to
that
live
to
up
Dowie. DeLong, Brown, Redick,
While but I am bound
M TZff' tnith ,ook toward old age declared pinDraee passionately.
Byus,
with anyhillside. And now,
Atkinson, Hight, Cook, Taylor, SumIS
could do light I have, I must stand
my mother lived, Liberty, I
stand with mers, White, Ward. Hetrick, Beard,
stands
are
right;
that
women
body
Too know how
"J l"
with etc. The plan is thus to produce a
i??
Permit me to nothing. matters. But-s- Ae
him while he is right, and part
in such
better feeling of comradahip by laughAbraham
him when be goes wrong.
k)M
ing with one another over the way
spring, Liberty,
Lincoln.
the maa,lsAAa-flB- i:
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nf ariiMitm at Alhunuernue this week
good things which are bound to work for

J WHY,

Among me
Roberts, and
, -- v- MonmrnAtiHaH tnme verv ttaad and needed letr
'
-y. VilJi men of the Judge Roberts type, backed by
1
;
educators, tne next otaie legislature snouma
srsi aai practical set of laws by which to
cc-- cjI
cyctca.
:
; j Lzttrti said in part: "If everybody in New Mex- to his ability, there would be no high
f:3
orlllinir tnw ba innmnetent. and sometimes ll- m
..
,.
MV
t
7..
J
I
r:
lcted to county offices at high salaries, while
treat concern because of amounts paid for schools
(
f 'i cJixiil to teachers. The county superintendent is the
eaairtv clTicial whom the law requires to be able to "read

v

WHAT

of our educational progress.
l irrrcst
tiicra the council, one was Judge C. J.
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t.j
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IN THE WORlD ARE YOU

gov-x5-

Enjoy Your
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Roberts went on: "Any school district that feels
to spend money liberally for schools should
afford
it can
so unharassed by State agencies. Our State
t remitted tois do
too paternalistic, and like the Federal GovCsverament
ernment, is trying to take upon itself too much supervision over
purely local affairs."
Judje JRoberts' address will be put into phamphlet form
'red each teacher of the State will receive a copy. This adof real sound laws for our State
dress may be a
rshools.

tit
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back yard so
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There's real pleasure in selecting
useful gifts, and especially when you
can rest assured that the things you
give are of good quality and bound to
be appreciated.

riFTl

Jjb

APLE

er

Among gifts for men there are none
appreciated like "something to wear."

. PRESIDENT HARDING, AND VOLSTEAD
President Harding called a Cabinet meeting the other
find more and better methods
day and the subject was toAct.
From reports given out of
of enforcing the Volstead
the proceedings of this Cabinet meeting, we see that the Federal Government is gradually leading us to the only way
that the Volstead Act can be made effective, and that is by
having every local officer work in harmony with the Federal
Agents. When our Federal Government make it so that our
local authorities can help enforce the Volstead Act, then we
will get results, and not till then. As it is now, local authoriA county could be bankrupted if the sher-- !
ties are hog-tieiffa of the several counties would go after bootleggers and vio
lators of the Volstead Act this is where the Volstead Act is
Ixme. If some provision was made whereby local authorities
nlt h oirfrroaaivA In enforcing the Volstead Act and be able
to collect sufficient fines to cover expenses, then something
would be accomplished. Then public sentiment could be called upon to get behind our local authorities, and violators of
the Volstead Act would soon become a thing of the past.
The Volstead Act is a part of our Constitution, and the
Constitution of the United States is supreme. Each and every
American citizen is pledged with sacred honor and life to de
fend our Constitution.
d.

'

tui? im vi ttv vt.am- Wo have fnr mir authority A.
T. Hannett's Radical Newspaper for the statement that the
VI, iv Vlon Uoa on nrira niTotirvn in MfKinlp.V POIintv. and
that this Klan helped to elect the Democartic ticket November
7. A. T. Hannett appears to squirm unaer tne aauD inai iie is
a raiiira
This fiHcmft followed him to the State Democrtic
convention and cost him the nomination for Governor. Now,
his own radical newspapers admit that he is the political beneof the most radical aswell as one of the world's
ficiary of one
nf'
thfi Kll KluX Klan. "Out of
nntoH
moo
all niit.law
V
11IVUV
Ma
vv aM? o
their own mouths comes their own condemnation." Jones,
what they were about when they
Seligman and Hinkle knew
f
l . it. Oi.J. TT
a
irom
Kiansman
going w tne oiate nuiuse.
prevented
-

J

LEBECK & WYLIE

TV

THE MEN'S SHOP

That "For Sale" classified adver-LOST. OR STOLEN:
some
weeks
ago, offering two certain judgments against
papers
one Geo. A. Byus, must have fell into the "hell box," or got
"pied." Better look this up and run it "tf." It might find a
buver. It is simnlv aironizine to owe a few debts and have to
live in a town where there is a contemptible nuisance who
makes his way by running a collecting agency and running
for Governor at the same time.

HYPNOTIZED : The last heard of John J. Emmons he
was still nerforminsr under the hypnotic spell of his master,
Whein Emmons gets thru paying for the experience he will
" One of ourtender hearted Democrats was so kind to be in a
all the cuss words he has used
position to combine
111
tr
De a pieniy.
ana IIinai win
tell us that he was very orlad to see that The Gallup Herald against botn age anai nannett
reto
thus
"bone
second
had found another and
pick on,"
COWBOY SPEAKING : In the the language of the cow
lieving his friend A. T. Hannett from all the cussing, dividing
with John J. Emmons.
boy, about all that we can see and hear about the McKinley
His friend A. T. Hannett, a man who thought himself county Republican party organization, is that only those among
or wanting an
hiar enousrh to run for Governor of the great State ot New MeX' the
"
are clamoring for
to
adverfit
sees
to
and
collections
In
herd.
to
to
main
back
take
the
come
is
politics, as in
big
enough
ico, just
opportunity
tise two judgments against one Geo. A. Byus. Show us any most anything else, persons wanting to support the Republican
man who is really big enough to aspire to the high position party should first vote the Republican ticket.
of Governor of New Mexico and we wilf show you a man who
NOT DISORGANIZED : We haven't heard anything
is also too big to stoop to such silly stunts as to advertise small
iudarments. done to show that he has a newspaper in which about the McKniley county Republican party being disorganiz
somehe can place such stuff, and also done to advertise himself ed, then why the activity of some to talk
You can trace all such right
as a collecting attorney, and that he can do sucn to "get even. thing not yet
His friend, John J. Emmons, the man who told The Gallup
and to the office of the Candidate for Governor.
Herald that he went into busines for himself, for business and
not for politics, who was given a nice send-of- f
by The Gallup
IN TEXAS: A skeleton has just been unearthed from
Herald because we thought him honest in his statement to rib the bone beds of Texas and measures about thirty-seve- n
feet
bout going into business for business reasons, for a month in length, and scientists have name is "Diametrodon Gias,"
or so after he went into business The Gallup Herald was given whatever that may be, supposed to be a giant lizard. Such
a very nice patronage by his institution, The Gallup National lizards could only be found in Texas, where the Democratic
Bank. Then we noticed this patronage dwindle down to prac- majority averages from 200,000 to 400,000.
tically nothing. We inquired about the reason for receiving
no patronage. We were given to understand that The Gallup
THE GERMAN MARK
Herald couldn't afford to make complimentary notices of his
business interest. We were given this information in order Mr. Edward Hart ia in receipt of a
in
to Justify the reason for not receiving the patronage which we letter from a friend in Germany
busi- which was paid 54 marks in stamps
into
his
so
after
or
month
the
for
first
going
enjoyed'
as postage from Germany to America.
ness, yet when he did go into business we had given him a Back ni 1914, before
the war, a GerHOUSEWIFE
and this notice carried with it no obligation for man mark was worth about 25 cents
nice send-of- f,
25
sena-otUnited
in
At
States
cents
us
a
money.
us to Emmons, nor of Emmons to
just nice
per mark ,this letter Mr. Hart reUse one egg to one cupful of milk
honestly given for what we thought for an honest purpose.
ceived cost about

210 COAL AVENUE
The Home of Hart Schaffner
& Marx Clothes
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This all happened before any campaign, but when the
campaign opened we could see back far enough to get the
idea Emmons had for cutting loose his idea of keeping away
from The Gallup Herald with the patronage of his institutionhe had become a tool of A. T. Hannett.
This is one reason, Dear Tender Hearted Democrat, we
can give for "dividing", as you say, the cussing. We had given Emmons an honest deal. We had given him the benefit of
It was Emmons who saw fit to cut loose
our honest
from us his pleasure to become a tool for a would-b- e politiThe Gallup
cal boss - a tool for a man who would boy-co- tt
Herald and have others follow him if he knew how to get
away with it.
John Emmons is a jonah. The very day he became a
His political astool for A. T, Hannett he was jonahed.
sociation with an unscrupulous and cunning politician has
marked his doom.
The Gallup Herald is equipped for fine commercial printing, but when small political advantage is taken into consideration it makes no difference if The Gallup Herald should
issue its work plated with gold: This is what we are up against
in presenting our claims for our part of the patronage from
John J. Emmons after he became a hypnotic subject of A.Em-T.
could not use
Hannett, And, forsooth, if A,
mons as a tool he would have no more use for Emmons than
Emmons now has for The Gallup Herald, all of which is done
x
to please Hannett, while Emmons pays the bill.
'

.

well-wis- h.

;

T.-Han-

MONUMENT TO ADAM : A good man in Baltimore, at
own
his
expense, has erected a marble monument to the memon this
ory of The First Man, Adam. The only ornament the
first
rtcsument is a sun dial, and this probably represents
used by Old Daddy Adam.

$13.50.

Self Hypnotism

1

"cut-outs-

t!r:pice

We're proud of the many articles
of men's wear we have to show you, and
you'll enjoy sending them out as
Christmas Gifts.,

f

I

Alfred Manning decided to commit suicide. He was 64,
on ha
discouraged, tired of life. Friends found him dead,
knees by the bed. One end of a handkerchief was looped
loosely around his neck. The other end was tied to a bedpost
This happened in London, England.
there
Physicians, called to examine the. dead man, said
or
on the outside of his neck
were no signs of strangulation
.'
otherwise.
The coroner's-jury- ,
after hearing the doctors, returned
verdict that Manning , while attempting to strangle himseii,
died by autosuggestion.
.. t
In other words, he hypnotized himself into believing tn
he was dead.
His heart, responding to his brain, stoppeo
. .
beating.
There seems to be an epidemic of such cases latelyano
the news illustrating the power of mind over matter,
especially the control of the body by imagination.
A person goes to a doctor, feeling out of sorts or wro
peculiar pain. If the doctor finds a fatal malady, the pau
often begins to get worse, rapidly. A great feeling of reuw
and a rapid recovery often follow when the doctor says: flowcases.
ing to be alarmed about. I've treated lots of similar
They respond quickly to treatment, are easily cured.
o
When we are ill, gloomy, in trouble or generally out
sorts, it is well to remember this terrific power of the i"1",
tion, which unquestionably has curative powers as well
'

'

power of
Troubles

.

are more easily met and conquered wnen
"keep our heads" check our imaginative forebodings
our w
rally our will power to a conviction that all will come

ffi

'
a for soft custard.
in the end.
small
on
level teaspoonful of
which was paid 219 mark. This shows
Use
th effect of the war on Germany's soda for each cupful of sour milk.
The money of this mighty
currency.
v
nation in 1914 was worth about 25
Use one tablespoonful granulated
cents per mark, if measured in United
States currency. Now a German mark gelatin for one pint liquid If cooled
old. do vou think you will K
When vou are 89
on Ice.
,of a
represents about eight-tenth- s
be
to
active
be a traveling salesman, working,!1
enough
cent, as valued in the United States,
,
When packing away white goods, hours a day?
.j.jV(
That's what B. C. Ball is doing, at 89. He to n wrap them In blue paper or in a cloth
Hrbal Remedies
Indiana.-has been colored In bluing and book salesman,
that
covering Ohio, Kentucky and
Most of the old remedies prev
will not turn yellow.
is out on the road the year-roun- d,
scribed by the herbalists of the Six- they'
except five weeks at
mas time, which he spend at his home in Indianapolis.
teenth and Seventeenth
centuries
To prevent salt from lumping mix
contained some element which was
Ball is the father of 14 children. He has been
Hnng.
with cornstarch In the proper proit
extremely difficult to secure, such as
salesman
for 70 years, but it not yet thinking of r
ing
of
three
of
tublespoonfuls
portions
a
mountain mouse" or
"the fat of
.,
uia age comes only too soon, to most oi us.
cornstarch to one cupful of salt.
"the pounded residue of a swallow's
is his formu'ig,
is easy to "keep young."
Here
it
ever,
says
nest," while the greater number of
y .
Never place dishes or utensils
"Keep the mind young and the body will stay
them were always taken with red
an
contained
have
tie
which
all
custard,
gela'
barring the development of maladies to which
'
j,
or white wine,
,
tin, egg or starchy food directly Into I'm an old man, but I do not let it worry me. If I
The peony was said to be efficathoroughly first and a wheel
cious for healing diseases at night, water;In scrape
chair, wearing a nightcap. Too7many men starv
cold water.
rinse
at 40. ,They start kidding themselves that they are oiar
whereas, If the gatherer should chance
,j
to be seen by a woodpecker, he "risked
,
A great convenience Is a shelf at uuuge screnuos recreation on tne grounds mat
'
the loss of his eyesight." The early the head of the cellar stairs where and in a short time
. the
they ARE old."
were anxious to disMr.
like
tt
The
the things belonging to the cellar and
more
old
to
we
talk
cheerful
people,
courage competitors in their art, and In constant use can be kept,
saving more it becomes apparent
of the spirit ana
youth
therefore made It as dangerous as
steps In the day's work.
.ffl,i
cuunis, ratner tnan youtn oi tne Doay.
they could for anyone to obtain the inuny
as leaves i
our
wear
bodies
out,
Inevitably
just
"Imples" In the right way.
When buying a hous dress choose the trees in out.....
"
.
(Via VPAFS SUP u),.t.
one with pockets. The pockets are
wei
Wm. G. McAdoo says what the
become
to
heavier
life and distances longer w
ights
handy when the dress Is new and
ciis
cent
a
not
needs
five
country
But if we think young thoughts and keep
excellent patches when needed.
gar so much as a soul. With so many make
more pockets the more patches. ' the young folks, old age never will come to us
The
in
stinkers
the
five
politics,
cheap
cent cigar Isn't missed so very much.
spiritually. Old age, like youth, is largely a siaw
F.

has just received
package from Germany

W. Wurm

one-ha- lf

Keeping Young

.
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i

.
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DRUGGIST WILKINSON
GAGGING ON A DOSE
SUDDENLY STRICKEN
OF HIS OWN DOPE

LOCALS

HAPPENINGS
bookeepcr
& Power Co.,

rfiW2i.?(ffht

in

wth his family

week
ue.

.
r

.

.Jur

I

(Exact
from A. T.
(Beautiful tribute paid to the bro- Hannett's Radical Newspaper, the
of Mrs. H. Ward Yersin, who "Carbon
City News," of Nov. 25, 1922)
suddenly October 9th, at his home
in Hackettstown, New Jersey).
"RADICALLY SPEAKING"
WILLIAM P. WILKINSON
"Radically speaking, Gregory
The Gazette believes It voices the
Page has set out to radically ruin
the
citizens
of
when it speaks
opinion
A. T. Hannett's radical newspapa word in an effort to perpetuate the
ers, the Gallup Independent and
of
William P. Wilkinson,
memory
the Carbon City News. The Radiwhose sudden death on Monday was a
cal started something like that
distinct snocK to tne community. The in 1917, with an army of his thug
common expressions are that Hack
associates, but he made no radiettstown has lost one of the most nrn.
cal headway, as far as Hanns can
and
d
business
gressive
see. We don't know how far he
men in its history. His passing causes
is going to get this time. If his
in
of
the hearts
the many
deep sorrow
Gallup Herald is no more sucfriends he had made in his six-yecessful in winning this fight than
disresidence here. Mr. Wilkinson
it was in winning the past eleccharged his obligation to the com
tion for the republicans, there will
a
be no radical departure from our
munity in manner which earned the
respect and admiration of the town
radical methods soon."
as a whole. Ever ready and anxious
to lend a hand in the progress of the The very worst that we have done,
town and its citizens, he has left be- or the very worst that we can do,
hind considerable more than the cold is to
"exact" from
marble marker over his last resting radical puDiications such dope as your
will
place. To live in the hearts of those fly up and hit your own snoot. If
we leave behind, is not to die. "Bill" this stuff is nauseating to your deliWilkinson s memory will live lone in cate taste we don't blame you for
the minds and memories of his many gagging. Now that you have admittfriends here.
ed the election of your ticket due to
Philip James Bailey had in mind the "wholesome" influences of the
a life such as Mr. Wilkinson's when Ku Klux Klan, you should send Jim
he wrote: "We live in deeds, not years Hinkle word so that he can take such
iti thoughts, not breaths; in feelings, prcautions
as necessary to protect
not in figures on a dial. We should tne .state House from periodical in
s.
count time by
He most vasions of the "White Hooded Gang'
lives who thinks most, feels the nob- from McKinley county.
" 'Tis true, 'tis pity, and
lest, acts the best." Hackettstown
pity is
Gazette.
tis true."

ther
for the died

and

n,,ffafc

all kinds, a so finish- Holiday gift?. Sum-

broad-minde-

ar

UrKn.asCity.
Dr! Gaines

f

is

out after

Xmaa

jyi pur

W
J?Wd

some

illness.

oifiMmentJvith

parcels early.

Brown is out again after
from injuries
up some time
n w automobile accident.

was enjoyed Monday
Atodioparty
the residence of Mr. and
rTfcrryCoon. Refreshments were
much interest taken in
over the Radio.
lis-J- 2i

home
furnished
high fchool-J- f,t
four
1W W. Coa-L-

aiT.RA
lots-n-

'

ear

Cornelia Alexander of Gibson
the week in Gallup visit-ff?to- r,

MrsJ. P.

'Banld Rathbum

KliNo.

5

has

in order

Vidal.

moved over to
be near his

to

wwt

heart-throb-

DR. E. C. ELY WILL
PREACH SUNDAY

Dr. E. C. Ely, of
Hall,
Mrs. Baylor College, Belton, Texas, will
IGii Lilly Barker, niece of
this Satiaof Smith, has returned to her preach at the Baptist church
urday night, at 7:30, and tomorrow,
bund Pueblo, Colo.
Sunday, at 11 A. M. All are corladies' dially invited to attend.
Dont forget the methodist
o
i....f and dinner on Wednesday,
Mail your Xmas parcels early.
foonber 6, at the Methodist church
Ely-Pepp- er

of the folks who think that the
netnt election was an endorsement

CLEANING

From the way our county and town
police departments have oeen going
and Judge Schauer
after
has been adding the fines to our school
fund, we would say let the good work
go on. Sheriff Roberts and his deputies have been very active during
the last few weeks, resulting in a
general cleaning up.
o

"School

12-1- 6.

be-h-

m

6.

other so.
by your telephone, as some
Hannah Eldred says being 100 years
neighbors who have no
but
is
old
It
is great.
great, Hannah,
"One thing I'd like to know," rephones, will be calling up over other
Richmont Item.
marked the man on the car, "is whentignoor s phones and asking about it takes so long.
m program at the Kex.
ther the paper towel is generally regarded as progress." Toledo Blade.
Do Men Have More Brains Than
New machine,
women!" a magazine article asks.
HEMSTITCHING
Not where women are concerned,
is
good work, Corner Warren Ave., and
the correct
North 4th Street.
answer, we should say
ojncuse Herald,
bang it
of your

,H. E. Phenecie and T. F. Smalling
Wited Farmington and
Durango during the week to look after oil and
uuiiu interests.

Mcuamant were
won? me eariy part oi the week

Mail

J- -

your Xma8 parcels early.

ABSENT MORE NOW
Do you think as much of your
to before you
hubby as you used
were married?
She: More. I don't see him o
much now, ao I have, to think of him.

4

Parley Preacriptione.
agitation riseth high
And various Ills endure.
Still patiently the world doth try
The conversation cure.
Th

Help Wanted.
"Who's that?" aslted Mr. Jnfjsby, as
he paused unlradlly at the foot of
the stulrs and peered up at a figure
clad in white that guzed down upon
him more In sorrow than In nnger.
"The ghost of a dead love," said
Mrs. Jagsby, who was In one of her
sentimental moods.
"Oh, thass all right," said Mr, Jagswere
by, cheerfully. "I thought you lead
and
ghost,
wife.
Advance,
the
ine up these confounded steps."

CHRISTMAS

DIAMONDS

A small deposit now will reserve for you the diamond you
wish to select for Christmas
presentation.
No gift will more delight the
one you love best than a diamond from our remarkable collection.

Accelerator!
t
Father (from upstairs) Helen, tolsn
go
man
that
young
for
It time
home?
Is a crank.
Young man Your father
when
Father (overhearlng)-W- ell,
a crank
a
have
don't
you
comes In mighty handy.
Some

TTS extraordinary
A rising
qualities
combined with a
low

price make

Lytona

the most

economical and
satisfactory Baking
Powder you can
buy,

Bake with
Lytona'

PRESIDENT

self-start-

Fat Bequests.
Helnrtch Vot vos you doing, Hans7
To
Huns I vos my vlll making.
to roe n
I
give
meln vlfe everything
in,i0i. t ipnvfl to mom
Sister ine iuiuhiuu
uud
brudder the residue shall have
all that vost after tunc iuu
you, Helnrtch, Is.

There is nothing more desirable, more attractive and more
diacherishable than a well-cmond.
Full and complete line of
Jewelry, Fine Watches and
to be found in a High-claut

ss

Jewelry Store.
Remember that a small
posit will save for you just the
present you want for Xmas.
de-

-

It Evens Up Mattera.
What are you doing, Anna?
a letter to Cousin
Anna-Wr- iting
Papa

Albert
able to write
Papa But you're not
yet, dear.
Ai.
Anna It doesni mane.,
anyway,;
read,
n't
bert

w

are slip''Wilson says his enemiesHeadline.
ping back." Newspaper
has
Yes, there is Jim Reed, who in
the Senate, for
into
back
slipped
stance.

Open Evenings Until

Christmas
SHOP

EARLY

F. W. Wurm
JEWELER and OPTICIAN

I

in the homes of the provident and
prosperous are they who save their
;
,
surplus cash.
Now is a good time to open an account with the
McKINLEY COUNTY BANK
5 per cent Interest Paid on
Savings Deposits

pltaYCoumDANii
Gallur
New-Mexic- o

ORGANIZED

Car-roo-

teacher.

ODD BELIEF FIRMLY

PREVAILS

THANKFULNESS

Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 28 Roy
L. White, of Gallup was elected president of the New Mexico Educational
association, and Las Vegas was chosen as the next meetlntr nlace. as the
result of the ballot cast by the members of the association during the 1922
convention, which ended here yesterday. .
For president, Roy L. White.
For
Luella S. Clark,
For treasurer, Myrtle Plant.
Mr. White is city superintendent
of Gallup, and has taken an active
merest in the affairs of the association and in the cause of education in
the state. The presidency was the
only office for which two nominations
were made. The rivalry was friendly
and the election was devoid of the
scramble for office that has characterized some of the sessions.
Vote
was by Australian ballot.
Th necrology committee of the asn
sociation, of which Dean Franks
of the New Mexico Normal University at Las Vegas is chairman, re
ported two deaths during the year,
Colonel J. W. Willson, superintndent
or the New Mexico Military institute
at Roswell, and Charles H. Gooch, of
Tome, a veteran of the world war
and for several years a New Mexico

ROOTED

ISO'

SUPT.H. W.BROSE

ATTENDED MEETING
Oh! You Woman I
MMMW
He That sparrow you're wearing
fViinftr Curuafinf anfUnt W. W. BrMSl
on your new hat la certainly not to
attended the State Educational con
my taste.
this week antl
She I know It According to jour vention at Albuquerquethat the teach
his return reported
on
taste It should have been a goose with
ers oi tne state enjoyea one oi uw
ft

.kl

.

sauerkraut.

mAtlnm in ths Mew
Uaflnn Snnfc. Brftfi
Would Sell the Beam of His Eye. - stated that the delegation of teachcrs
c
Jump.
"Blank Is so mean he'd dispose of irom McKinley county were tne oniy
ones present at the convention ha vine
his
family tree for firewood."
One of the greatest causes for dread
I
fellow would f hair foraa naid hv their own count.
that
"Mean
Why
came ia
to be found In the African Jungle is
churn the milk of human kindness and Thus again McKniley county
"snakes" and every camp Ore brings
ior
mnr
nice
many
for
compliments
It for butter."
out of bedts a low rate of taxes, plenty
to light fresh stories of reptile ter- sell
no
schools
and
worry
money to run
rors.
about what a district judge or the
There Is one camp topic that supdo
would
with
Commision
State Tax
plies more thrills even than the Kos-te- r
school tax budget.
caves, and that la snakes. You
This, we might add, doesn't conhave only to say "snakes," and as
cern New Mexico or McKinley county
Proof of this statement
Democrats.
though you said "ptsa" to a puck of
was made very evident on November
keen dogs, everyone at the "rondslt"
Is off on full tongue after mumluis
7, 1922.
Long-Dlitan-

cobras,

rlughals, shaap-stickeand python; and of all the
A HUSBAND'S RECIPE
yarns that are related, suys a
traveler, I swear nothing will
"My wife and I used to quarrel all
beat the absolutely rooted belief that the time, but now we have the most
can and does jump backa
peaceful home you ever saw."
"Indeed! How do you manage
tent wagou
wards over a
"I simply make my wife so mad
A man has told me with evident sinhs
refusal to speak to me."
Yes!
"seen
It."
cerity that he has
r
He has seen four feet of
Ths Groom.
that is built on lines of Immobility
th bride,
Hr cmeiroom.
ten
feet
backwards
and
spring
Into the
spring
mortal
I
I
That
shivering
However, every
high
Is the groom.
have had the honor to meet declined,
even at the threat of death, to spring
Ths Right Instinct.
an Inch. What he did was to anchor
"Come. Dorothy," said her father
three parts of his bloated body on
doll on the
the ground, and then lunge with the Impatiently, "throw your
shall
be late."
we
or
and
bed
a
be
hurry
fourth part. Ills reach might
"Daddy, how can your' reproved
foot, and as bis fung.s are long and
of a muv-vercurved he gives the appearance of the child. "I Isn't that kind,
head
the
because
backwards"
"striking
Is lifted to bring the long fangs Into
It Was Really Heavy.
very
position. An active
Young Wife I made this cake all
angry, can exert Itself fo strike, prepare, and strike aguln thus covering, by myself, darling.
I
Young Husband Well (lone, love
say, two feet In two swift lunges. The
It
out
to
lift
can
But
helped
erwho
idea that this sluggish reptile
of the oven?
sprlug clear of the ground Is ridiculous, yet It prevails among a class
Correct.
of men whose business takes them
Into the veldt, and who are proud of
Tommy," asked the teacher, "what
can you tell of America's foreign relatheir observation powers.
tions at the present time?"
"They're all pretty poor," said the
ARMADA?
SPANISH
RELIC OF
brightest boy in the class.
puff-adde- r,

well-kno-

puff-add-

Itr

I

full-size- d

puff-adde-

puflf-add-

If your property ii worth having II
Is worth being protected by in inrar
ance policy written by this agency
"Do it now." Phone, call or write.
Chas. W .Daris Insurance Agency,
203 W. Coal Ave., Phone 248. Adr.

at

Miss
The

Mary Lopez is now sales lady
New York Store.
SPENCER-POO-

L

Victor Spencer and Mrs. Katherine

were married

Pool

in

Albuquerque,

November 22. Mr. Spencer is ticket
agent at th Santa Fe depot in Gallup.
Mrs. Pool's home
City, Okla., and she
Gordon Dry Goods
Gallup will be the
Mrs. Spencer.

was
once
Co.

at Oklahoma

was with t
of this city.
home of Mr. and

."

Csnturioi

He:

l.7, ., "u

VIUTE

Anchor Fished Up Off Scottish Coast
Is Thought to Be Three

A number

of people buy The Gallup
nerild every week just to have the
MX Prftffrom nn linnA
A A
Ms Rex Program is unusually

L

Bushmen, Who Should Know Better,
Insist Puff Adder Can Make

UP

Days" the most interestBeautiful hand made, handkerchiefs
ing time of life. See "School Days" for Ladies and Gents.
Also fancy
pro- -. at the Rex Theatre Thursday and Fri- hand made
international
Wilson's
policies
d
collar, cuff and tuxedo
fills
Claus
Santa
believe
still
nights.
day
kably
front sets. Summers Millinery.Adv.
eve. .
their stockings on Christmas
to
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Byus enterKin Mary Willson spent Thanks-BriB- f tained for Thanksgiving dinner, Dr.
An afternoon Tea and Bazaar will
at home with her parents, Dr. E. C. Ely and C. M. Carter. Dr. Ely be held at the Rectory of the Episcoindllrs. H. G. Willson. Miss Mary is of Baylor College, Belton, Texas, pal Church, 202 N. Aztec Ave., by the
of Geo. A. ladies of St. Agnes Guild, on
B ittending New Mexico University and an old acquaintance
Friday
Byus. C. M. Carter is a son of Sena- December 8th, from 2 to 6 P. M.
at Albuquerque.
tor Carter, of Socorro, and now on
c The Herald force.
radio stations are
Buy your Christmas presents at
built in many places in Europe,
the Methodist bazaar, Wednesday,
"School
is
will
needs
now
all
the
continent
present
aid
Wesley Barry
December 6, at the Methodist church
l little good news to broadcast. De- Days"andat The Rex Theatre next Thurs- parlors. Adv.
troit News.
day
Friday nights.
The Socialists of Germany have de'"
Postmaster Perry Coon would re- clared their opposition
it is reported that several girls
to the newly
bogged Premier Clemenceau when he mind the public that in order to inchancellor, Herr Cuno. This
Doubtless this sure prompt and safe delivery of appointed
knded in New York.
is doubtless due to Chancellor Cuno's
Hide the Tiger wish he had come Christmas packages that such should
of forming a
announced
be mailed early. The army of post "cabinet of purpose
over forty years ago.
work."
office clerks can not do more than
- See the Flapper
Dolly Hat Frames. just so much. They are human. Mail
Tatted Baby Caps and Bootees, also
Eniy little girl will want one for sacks can hold just so much. Mail handkerchief, towel ends, and pillow
Sum-Xau. Six different styles.
cars can hold just so much. Each case
tatting by yard. Summers Miltol2-1Millinery.-A- dv.
day and night have just so many hours linery. Adv. to 12.16.
Mail
and time wait for no one.
Hill' your Xmaa parcels early.
packages early.
Prof. Henry VanDyke, of Princeton
university says that Thomas Edison
SALE
FOR
good
Baby buggy,
Next week's
is an expert only on publicity and not
program for the Rex
Apply at on education. Maybe that's why EdiTbeitre is unusually good. Read it as condition, made of reed.
office
Minted in this issue.
son and Henry Ford appeal to each
Cut it out and Postal Telegraph
Most

ROY

PACr;.

Old.

Not lone neo the crew of an Eng
lish trawler engaged In lobster fishing,
near Klntmle, had great difficulty in
getting their anchor abonrd. It was
firmly fixed In some massive, hard
substance In the sand bnnk.
When at last they succeeded In
bringing it to the surface, there was
attached to it a very ancient anchor,
five tons in weltfht. the shank being
over ten feet long and the bend of
Fastened to the
eqnnl proportions.
anchor whs a small cannon.
This anchor, which probably be
longed to one of the ships of the
Suanlsh armada, wrecked on tnis
roust, has become covered with marine
matter, and this, in the three centuries
during which It had been embedded in
the sand, had been converted into a
rocky fossil substance.
The anchor is. of course, conslder- nhlv worn, but it still presents a very
liinsslve appearance, and must have
belonged to a very large snip.

Tennis Under Difficulties.
Tennis In the South Sea Islands
Is not as delinhtful as it might be,
although it has its ardent devotees.
alPlay usunlly commenced In the
The
leged "cool" of the evening.
nothplayers wore shirts and a vest,
rubber
and
with
ing else,
glued to the soles of their shoes by
way of protection agnlnst the heat and
hardness of the courts. In five minInch-thic- k

utes everybody would be n mere dripping rag of profuse perspiration. But
no mutter, it was tennis, though arguments across the nets seemed the
player's 'strongest point. One of these
resulted In a bet as to who would win
a game pluyed in diver's helmet and
boots, respectively. It was put to the
test with the utmost . gravity and
resulted In a dead heat, the man
In the helmet being unable to Bee
his three glass windows
through
and
quickly enough to take the ball,
the booted competitors being unable
to move.

Only the largest and bert com
assuring you or prompt and tlsfaew
caw
in
settlement
tory
W. Davia Insurance Ajrtncy. PkoM
248. Adr.

j"

Edward Hart, Hardware, for stoves,
heaters and all kinds of hardware at
Adv.
moderate prices.
Mrs. M. L. Moore is now with The
Style Shop sales force. This makes
two additions to the sales force of The
Style Shop during the last few weeks.

Just received new stock of heating"
oil and gasoline stoves, at the
.
Hart Hardware Store. Adv.
(
stoves,

It is our business to please you and
you feel that you are receiving
best of treatment. Manhattan
Adv.
, ,

make
the
Cafe.

,.

.

Why Freight Rates
Cannot Be Reduced
Railroads Under Public Control
Transportation Charges Must Stay Up Until
Costs Come Down, President Storey
of the Santa Fe Explains
United States Senator Capper, thrbugfi his various publicabut his
tions, has been demanding a reduction of freight rates;
him to
blinded
has
railroads
not
of
attitude on the general subject
have
been
which
dearly
control,
the main facts about government
his
of
one
editorial
from
papers, the
presented in the following
Topeka Daily Capital:

The railroad
"It cannot

cannot

fix

its own

rata and charps.

name the wages it will pay.

"It cannot enter into combinations and deals.
"It cannot shut

down when business goes

"It cannot buy or sell

a

to

the

bad.

-

.

railroad system.

"It cannot make capitalistic profits and dividends.
"It cannot even determine bow much capital it shall
issue on its property, or issue any without previous
,
approval of the public.
.

"It is, in fact, an agency of the public, controlled com-pletely by the government."

The fact is, rates cannot be reduced unless costs are reduced.
Costs cannot be reduced so long as the present scale of wages atd
the prices of fuel, materials and other supplies are maintiS.-v '
and in these matters the hands of the Santa Fe ate tied.
What is particularly needed at this time is better
y
tion service, more cars, locomotives, and other tadliriri
for moving the business, and the Santa Fe is eloirj err; 11 I J
its power to provide these.
W. B. STORSV,
J,

tzzt

't:z:
J
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In a few weeks every one in
HAD THE SNAKE HYPNOTIZED
neighborhood was on speaking
and
one
the
with
everyother
a, Lt a Mljthbor-'?;.r- y terms,was
South African. Native Surely Exer.
body
happy,
family had
elsed Some Kind of Influence
The Gallup Herald would suggest
2t each neighbor that this remedy be given to a few
Over Big Python.
K :r, and it was be-- v of the McKinley county
'
begin-- $
Mnny powers are suld to be
witen the bis kill-- ;
by the African native which
All the genius I have lies just in those of the Occident find It Imrd to
start, that 11 some
the whole neigh-.- J this: When I have a, subject in hand, credit. Flore Is a story of "Mutl," or
start shooting. Fin-- I study it profoundly. Day and night hypnosis, us performed, according to
, a strong minded old it is Deiore me. 1 explore it in an a reliable Informant, upon a huge py1
its bearings; my mind becomes perCi whole neighborhood
.
He vaded with it. Then the effort which thon. .The nnrrator says:
nutting-j
"I wns in the veld when ttie herd
that each and I make the people are pleased to call
v tiobld aign. an agreement the fruit of genius. It is the fruit boy, very excited, came to me with
f
atop drinking of labor and thought. Alexander the story of a big lnyoko, 'quite nenr.'
.
and go to plow- - Hamilton.
I saddled up, took the shotgun, and
went back with htm. After covering
some 200 yards, I asked where tlie
snake wns. 'Quite near, baas.' We covered a mile, which meant that the
herd boy must have left the snnke
.7ILLYS-OVERLAN- D,
quite a time, possibly half an hour.
I pulled up. The snake won't be
where you saw It last, It's no good
my
going farther,' Tea, baas, come, lt
;
is there.' 'How do you know? 'I made
him stay fast, baas I put mutl on
him.' So we went on, and, quite two
,
miles from where I had smarted, the
boy pointed up a small valley. 'He Is
there, baas,' and sure enough there
was a python lying straight out on
and Willys-Knig- ht
cars handled by
the gross and quite still. I shot it, and
then turned to the boy: 'Now tell me
oat agency permits the live merchant to do busi-- .
comfortable
Ktz with those who desire a high-grad- e
why did the snake remain like this.'
The boy picked up a twig from a bush,
low-priccar aa well as those who desire the larger
ran it between his Hps, and stuck It
a
medium
at
more
car
luxurious
gad
price.
In the ground an Inch from the snake's
invite comparison with other cars in the 6ame
nose. "I do so, baas, and the lnyoko,
to materials, construction, riding
be lay still. He no move.' "
,
price class
V qualities and economy of operation.
The reptile remained with its eyes
e
on the small twig
fixed
greatly increased demand for Overland and
before Its nose. The distance from
cars is due largely to the expressed
Willys-Knigthe stable was quite two miles, so
satisfaction and enthusiasm of our present owners.
that the python must have been staring at the twig for a full hour before
INVESTIGATE the used car market and you will
the fanner reached It
discover that used Overlands of
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James Robert

Mann, oi

"
wucn

of
States House of Representatives,
counsels
in
party
Republican
power
and of much influence in shaping the
governmental affairs of this country
work.
by solid, honest hard
He never laid claim to any brilliant
oratorical gifts. He never professed
to be of the meteor type. He simply
climbed the political ladder, rung by
rung.
He began like any other obsecure
t try to
young congressman. He didn he
made
"break into" prominence. But
himself useful. He toiled in commit,
nn hand.niwBUd waa
u.
.
lee rooiHB.
He was assimilating information all
the time.
Verv Prominent Indeed
be well
Pretty soon he began toknown
as
known. Then he became
very prominent indeed. Presently he
assumed the Republican leadership in
the House at a time when the Republicans were in a minority. Presenthe was
ly they were in a majority, and
leader still.
And next he was speakership material.
Mann didn't soar when he made a
but he had something to say.
one of the ablest debaters
the House has known. This was largely because he knew so much about
so many things. As a statitician he
wss a mine of information. He didn't
have to consult records. What he knew
he had at his tongue's end. As a
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OVERLAND PRICES
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Touring .

Roadster .

......
.......

Coupe
Sedan

Touring.

. .$1235
1235
1795

.......
.......

.

.

.

.

Pass. Sedan

.

. 1435

....

2195

TP you have or can command the facilities to establish
high-grarepair shop and local sales organisation,
write
de

INC.

WILLYS-OVERLAN-

Seles Division, Toledo, Ohio

HERE'S A CHRISTMAS
GIFT FOR YOU
And Every Member

READ!

ACT!

V

Big things are happening in our world. Big things are hapear nation. Big things are happening in our state. It
is year doty te see that year family has access to the sources
ef inferaation.
The only way to know is through regular reading of reliable aewspapera.
Here is an snasnal opportunity to provide your family with
sack newspapers daring the coming year.
Fee $8.00 payable with your order on the coupon below you
stay receive THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD daily and Sunday
and THE GALLUP HERALD for one year.
The regular subscription price of THE ALBUQUERQUE
HERALD Is 85 cents per month, $10.20 per year. The regular;
subscription price of THE GALLLUP HERALD is $2.00 per year,
Total $12;20.
If you take advantage of this special offer between now and
Christmas Day, you can have both for $8.00, a saving of $4.20.
Too know THE GALLUP HERALD. It gives you the home
aews reliably every week.
THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD is the leading and fastest
growing newspaper of the southwest. Owned and operated by a
aaull group of practical newspaper men it is independent in polIt is building a fine new
itics, amply financed, ably conducted.
building in Albuquerque exclusive for its use, installing new color
presses and other modem equipment and is alraedy issuing a four-pag- e
colored comic section and magazine action with each Sunday's paper.. It has the complete leased wire news reports of all
the great press associations entering the southwest. It is illustrated with splendid, timely pictures. It carries novels and short
stories by the best writers.' It is (applying a 100 per cent complete newspaper service. Yon will find it invaluable and a friend
and helper in your home.
Get both these papers for your family. If you act now The
Herald will be started immediately and your subscription will
cover the entire calendar year, 192S, without extra cost.
pening In

v

CLIP THIS COUPON TODAY

THE GALLUP HERALD
p. O. BOX $87, GALLUP, N. M.
Enclosed find $8.00 for which have The Gallup Herald and the
Albuquerque Herald, Daily and Sunday, mailed to address below
from date, to January 1( 1924.
v.

........

Name
Address

...
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"Bird of Passage."
The earliest use of the term "bird
of pnsmige" Is found In eighteenth
booll of the Natural History of I'llny
A. D.), where he says:
the Elder
"The bird of pannage known to us as
the cuckoo," and the term tins since
been applied to birds which migrate
with a season from a colder to a
warmer, or from a warmer to a colder
climate, divided Into summer birds of
passage and winter birds of passage.
Buch birds always breed In the country to which they resort In summer,
that Is, In the colder of their homes.
The term Is said to hove been first
applied to sailors by Bacon, who declared that the uncertainty, the Instability and fluctuating stage of human
life was most aptly represented by
those sailing the ocean. Exchange.
(23-2- 7

.

r

Curious Chinese "Copy Book."
A curious kind of copy book Is used
by Chinese children. The Ideographs
are so complicated that a youngster
cannot copy them freehand, but must
begin by tracing them from a model,
as American children trace maps. An
ordinary copy book such as Is used
In the lower grades has no space for
the children to write. The pages are
entirely covered with copy. Bight
characters are generally shown on one
page, each In a square, and each made
about ten tiroes the size of ordinary
writing.
Over this copy is placed tracing paper and the character Is drawn as accurately as possible.
The books are written la black and
corrected In red ink by the

one extra
proesa

.

which gives

...

delicious

farm

was as a larmer inai ne grew
Graduated from tbe University
mimic, in l7f. he went back to
agricultural life once more, but he
was a student of law, too, and in 1881
he was admitted to the bar and hung
out his shingle in Chicago, where he
remained, when politics gave him
time, a legal practioner wenceior- ward.
.
ns a member of
u firct hold
the school board of Hyde Park, the
Chicago suburb wnere ne naa nis
home. Later he was attorney for the
same municipality.
Wnen Hyde far was mergea in
the greater cityf his ward sent him
to the Chicago city council.
In 1897 he went to Congress and
there he staid, never missing a term.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Snndav school at 9:45 A. M., Mr.
Hedgson, Superintendent.
There will be regular public worship at 11 A. M., with a sermon by the
pastor, and the theme is, "Skidding
and Slipping Back on the Hill."
Beginning next Sunday we nave
what is set apart by the President as
Educational Week. Each day some
speakers is to appear before the students and address them upon some
phase of this subject. To this end a
move has been made to offer certain
religious programs. The first of these
is to be Sunday evening at the Congregational church; each church joining in the program. Our people will
cooperate with them this coming service at 7:30.
I am told of a meeting of the directors of one of our great banks, and
they were taking up the notes one by
One note appeared and one of
one.
the directors said, "Ihere isn t any
fear about that note; it is 'a secured
loan.' " Whereupon the president of
the bank arose and said, "Had it ever
occured to you that the greatest los
es we have sustained has been of
'Secured Loans.' " Another asked,
"Why, what in the world makes that?"
"Well , he answerd, "Our' secured
Geo.

Todav

WP

finH

.

tV,

t.,

irS

Now, in a darkened corner,

W
the rags have all been put, poorawtk.
er picks them over, one by one. 8k
shakes the finest pieces so they'll W
their coats of soot. She'll use then
till her crazy quilt is done.
And father well he's busy tortlnr
bottles on a shelf, deciding which shu
go and which shall stay. He keepeue
ones with corks in yes he's think
of himself. Of course he'll give the
other ones away.
And so the family labors till tin
cellar's spic and span. And, then,
when comes the finish of the day,
o
there'll be a healthy welcome for the
A traced dollar bill sent out in Chi rag collecting man, for he will tredt
cago changed hands- 31 times in two the rubbish all away.
-

weeks about the only place unvis-ite- d
being a church. Siginaw News
Sometimes it looks as if they tu
Courier.
everything except their judgment
The
book reminds us that
Buying trousers to match an eld
Grimm, the author of fairy tales was coat and vest is getting more diffalso a uerman. ureenvule Piedmont. icult every year.

?
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THE STYLE SHOP
DECEMBER 11

Trade with the

Market
AND GET THE BEST MEATS THAT MONEY CAN BUY
Phone 64

Prompt Delivery

Hendershott & Sawyer
?
?
?
?
T

T

..

cellar, hard at work. The browu ml
W
Too - i
mnnn flrn flvi
" uu nan). Aw
.',
dad nnv mnti
neithpr
stop to shrik, except to read a
ed postal card.
A monster pile of papers
groin ui
things get spic and span; and John
ties them as he is told. Then Mm
who is helping, stops, a comic sk
to scan a Sunday funnny sheet thirt
four weeks old.

City

Flowers That Are Weather Prophets.
We hear a good deal of birds and
animals ns weather prophets, but are
apt to overlook the wonderful little
barometers which grow at our feet in
the fields.
What does daisy mean? Nothing but
"day's eye." The daisy opens wide
for a fine day, but when rain Is coming wraps up Its center and protects
lt by means of folding straylike outer
petals over the central, tubular
florets.
The dandelion has a similar habit
Best known of all such prophetical
plants is the scarlet pimpernel, the
"poor man's weather glass," which Is
really a capital barometer. If lt opens
wide In the morning, you can sufely
bet against rain before night, When
chlckwood flowers are fully open,
you are sufe from rain for many
hours, but when on a seemingly fulr
morning the tiny blooms are slow to
disclose themselves, then lt will rain
before sundown.

of Your Family

THINK!

uSeL

.tfWHrtw

The Kaja Kaja savages of New
Guinea, who have a reputation for
bravery and are powerfully built, paint
their foreheads red or black with white
circles around the eyes. Their nostrils
are frequently adorned with the claws
of birds of prey or the tusks of wild
pigs. From the lobes of their ears the
most extraordinary variety of objects
M. Neyons demay be suspended.
scribes one warrior who proudly wore
an old coffee pot as an ear ornament.
The bodies of the natives are usuJAMES R. MANN '
ally tattooed with figures In relief. The parlimentarian also he has had few
tattooing necessitates a painful opera- equals in Congress.
Story of His Life
tion In which the patient, stretched on
Mann always was a modest indi
the sand, Is literally basted with a
vidual. A very few lines in the Con- sharp bamboo Instrument, after which
filled
a
are
with
slashes
numerous
the
sort of clay.
The Kaja Kaja never bathe; Instead, the body Is rubbed wllh a variety of oils which give off an Insupportable odor, augmented, It may be added, by the decomposing skins which
they wear as arm decorations.

.... $1950

Touring,

7

J?1

ORNAMENTS

,

875

Sedan

ODD

Savages of New Guinea May Be Picturesque, but Their Society Has
Its Drawbacks.

.....$795
.........
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nirortnrv told the story of

as one of his life as related by himself. . on a
II!., won his way to a place
horn Oct. 20. 1856.
uQ
United
h leading members of the
near Bloomington, 111.
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Htaddreat of Japanese Dancing Girl
la Expensive and She It CartJSbmS with the Albuquerque
HJJ? hereby we. can save our
ful of It.
th j newspapers.
is the BIG
AlMuerque Herald
Probably the Japanese geisha has
MWioaper of New Mexico. It erected her hair Into the most elaboa
of
fixins
the
Big
ill
Zm with
rate coiffure that fashion has accepted
SSTD.ily, including the Sunday
in colors and all. The for one of her modes In any country
liSBy price of the Albuquerque In the world. Except that It Is more
i. R pntg. The annual mail ornate than that of the average woman
Under the of Japan, the geisha headdress, In genOption price is $8.00
s u
eral structure and line, in Its use of
unngemenis wo
both the Albuquerque Herald silver and gold papers, of artificial
Her-1- 2
The
and
Gallup
fair year
flowers and jade or coral hairpins, exfor one year for $8.00. This saves
the conventional Japanese Idea
presses
The
Herald,
of
Gallup
wt the price
woman's crowning glory
of
what
Don't
put
Vhich is $2.00 per year.
should be like, says Asia. She requires
It (ft Do it now!
a professional "kamlgama" to do It for
her. Naturally she does not feel that
NOTICE
she can afford to pay 10 or 20 cents
every morning for this adornment of
Gallup, New Mexico
November 10, 1922.
the outside of her head; so at night
On the above date my wife left my she props her neck on a tiny hard pilM and board, and notice is hereby low in the ancient days "uiahota"
liwn that I will not be responsible were made of porcelain or wood and
for her debts from the above date.
takes care to keep her coiffure In as
Signed,
good order as she can.
Saturno Baroni.
The long black hair Is oiled so that
o
not a single strand shall be out of
If the airplanes move much faster, place, and the final effect Is that of a
in may soon achieve the ideal of gett- carved black lacquer frame around the
ing across the continent without be-i- delicate yellow of the fuce.
bothered with the scenery. Minn-
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One of

the Great Mysteries of Natur.
It the Migration of the Winged
Voyagers,
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LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., November 2,1922.
Notice is hereby given that as dir
ected by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
application of Lida S. Watts, Serial
No. 042562. we will offer at public
sale, to the highest bidder, but at not
less than $2.00 per acre, at 10 o'clock
A. M., on the 2W day of December,
next, at this office, the following
Sec. 26, T.
tract of land NWyNE
13 N., R. 14 West, N. M. P. Meridian,
containing 40 acres.
The sule will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceas
The person making the
ed bidding:.
highest bid will be required to im
mediately pay to the Receiver the
.mount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
d
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale
A. M. BERGERE, Register
(1357)
First Pub. Nov. 18, 1922.
Last Pub. Dec. 16, 1922.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Denartment of the Interior. U.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
Oct. 25. 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Jacobo
Sandoval, of Gallup, N. M., who on
April 9, 1918, made Homestead entry,
Section 24,
No. 035369.
for
Townshio 13 N. Ranee 18 W, N. M,
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three year Proof, to establish claim to the land above des
cribed, before U. S. Commissioner, at
Gallup, McK.mley to., w. m., on ine
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mm
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Have you ever arisen before the
birds awakened you, when the dawn
sky was still flecked with clouds that
drifted, it may be, across the face of
a dying moon, and heard far, far above
ADVUtnUNO sUTMl
you, the speech of auseeo voyager
Ps
point tfM Um. It esats Mk
going north?
f
Counting I wwrdi par Una. Cask
It Is a strange, a memorable sensaato M
sempany atdar. and ka aajafal at
wantat
Insertions
tion, to look Into the blank sky while
your ears tell you that the aerial mi11 day o Dec., lazs.
To Rent An Aapttfc
WANTED
Claimant names as witnesses:
gration is winging past. Perhaps, with
ment or small furnished house) AW
a glass, yon can pick out the specks
Remijio Mirabal, of Gallup, N. 1
ply at Herald Office.
Juan Gallegos, of Gallup, N. M.
against a rosy cloud or the moon disk.
Amado Garcia, of Gallup, N. M.
Birds, It may be no larger than a humJose Lopez, of Gallup, N. M.
PROFESSIONAL
ming bird, hundreds of them, thouA. M. BERGERE,
sands of them, all the spring, threadRegister. illlllllllllltllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIfllttllllllllllllllUK
(1325
ing their way for endless miles by the
First Publication, Nov. 4, '22.
a
of
dark
river
the
far
below,
gleam
Last Publication, Dec. 2, '22.
patch of a mountain forest, the haze
1
and glow of a town straight, someDENTIST
LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.
times, to last year's nest.
1
Wurm's Jewelry Storf
Over
3
NOTICE
When their little voices drop from
Gallup, N. M.
LEASES
OIL
a
the mist or the darkness, bearing
illlllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIirJ
messnge of their passing, It Is a poor
Sealed
that
is
Notice
given
hereby
soul, Indeed, which does not thrill In
competitive bids will be received by
F. W. WURM
answer, and In answer to the sweet
the Superintendent ot tne Navajo inu-intwitter of some flock of tiny warblers
Eyes Examined and Glasses Fittai
Airencv. Fort Defiance, Arizona,
no less than the heroic clang of the
for the leasing of the land described
LEGAL PUBLICATION
by Specialist
Canada geese, Hying In battle formaherein for oil ana gas development,
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
NEW MEXICO.
GALLUP,
tion with a sound like the drugging of Department of the Interior, U. S. until two o'clock P. M., on December
eapolis Journal.
1922.
of
Nevada Natural Wonder.
N.
23rd,
vast
a chain over some
Land Office at Santa Fe,
Mex.,
corrugation
Now that the election is over, the
November 4, 1922.
Description of land:
"The Devil's Postplle" Is located" In the air. Walter Prlchard Euton In
Democrats will quit yelling about the
Notice is hereby given that Nestor Selao Yazhe East
of the north
Sierra Nevada mountains on the Harper's Magazine.
the
robber tariff and will go ahead and
N. Duran, of Gallup, N. M., who, on west U Sec. 26, Twp. 15 N., Range
middle fork of the Sun Joaquin river.
benefHomein
the
Additional
(hire
June 11, 1917, made
18 W.;1 West
of the northeast y
prosperity under its
The "pile" Is a mile long, half as
Ancient Roadbuilders.
icial influences.
stead entrv. No. 025463. for NE,4 Sec. 26. Twd. 5 N.. Ranee 18 W.
Wyoming Tribune.
wide, and 400 feet high. The odd
and
In
of the
Herodotus tells us that
Egypt
SEttSE,
NSEy4;
Tgoaichinig Tsossi North
McKinley County Bank Building
formutlon whence Its appellation Is a
20
great king built a magnificent road Section 30, Township 7 N., Rangenot- north H of Sec. 30,Twp. 15 N., Range
!
In
Is
filed
not
M.
P.
has
derived
evidence, across the sands for the transporta- W., N.
Meridian,
everywhere
17 West.
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO
ice of intention to make three-yeof the West
Haske Niza West
cropping out only In certain places. tion of materials for the Pyramid
The most striking columns constitute employing for this purpose 100,000 nroof. to establish claim to the land of Sec. 6. Two. 14 N. Range 17 W,
more than 1,000 feet of lta western men for a period of ten years. This above described, before U. S. Com Chishi Ts Ossi West V4 of the east
EDMUND R. FRENCH
at Gallup, McKinley Coun- V4 of Sec. 6, Twp. 14 N., Range 17 W.
face. They rise over 100 feet above road was built of massive stone missioner,
N. M., on the 11 day of DecemDe rewill
successful
bidder
ty,
The
Lawyer
the tnlus a vast heap of broken blocks nnd wus lined on both sides ber, 1922.
quired to enter into a formal lease Member Bar:
and
names
witnesses:
"posts" accumulated through the procstatues
as
Claimant
Supreme Court Unite!
with mausoleums,
temples.
giving bond, etc., in conformity with
ess of weathering. How far downJoe Tise, Mike Duran, Jokien Tise, all existing laws and regulations of
Court of New
States,
Traces of what may have been a part
Supreme
Mexico.
ward they extend Is a matter of con- of this ancient highway are today and Tiofilo Duran, all of Gallup, N. Mt the Interior Department, lor tne ae
amazIn
oil
eras
leases.
and
this
velnnment of
A. M. BERGERE, Register.
jecture. The columns
found near the great Pyramids and
Office: 80S Coal Avenue.
All bidders are required to deposit
ing bluff are arranged In rows as comprise what Is probably the oldest (1352)
time
at
the
Nov 11, 1922.
with the Superintendent
reeularly ns the pines of an organ. remains of a road surfaced with stone. First Publication Dec
bid is submitted, a certified check for
9, 1922
MARTIN & CHAPMAN
Almost perfect prisms, they are fitted Early historians write of wonderful Last Publication
of their
twenty five per cent,
together like cells in a honeycomb, roads radiating from the city of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
bid, as evidence oi tneir gooa iaitn.
Attorneys-At-Laand really look as If carved by hu- Babylon about 2000 B. C. and run- Department of the Interior, U. S. The right to reject any and all bids
'
THIS COBBLER TALKS
OFFICES:
These columns range ning to Suxa, Ei.'batana, Sardis and
man hands.
M.
N.
Land Office at Santa Fe,
is reserved.
3
more
feet
be
than
will
to
14
bidder
successful
inches
with
from
The
requir
Oct. 25. 1922.
TURKEY
Nineveh, hs having been paved
Gallup, Now Mexico.
Most of them are brick.
In diameter.
Notice is hereby given that Josefita ed to pay for this advertisement
The ancient Persians,
of
New
Mex.,
PETER
San
whereas elsewhere the
Baca,
Mateo,
who,
and
Chlne.se
PARQUET,
"Talking: Turkey means talkpentagonal,
Carthaginians,
on Nov. 10th, 1916, made Hd. Entry,
Superintendent.
ing to the point And the point
general shape Is hexagonal.
DR. E. PARK SELLARD
Peruvians were all renowned
for Lots 3 and 4 and JSMi Fort Defiance, Ariz.
b that I can save you money
Their works, however, have No. 024868,
Section 30, Township 13 N., November 23, 1922.
,
through my
repair
Registered Optometrist
A Helping Hand.
passed away.
'
Range 9 W, N. M. r. Meridian, has
ttrvice.
(1378)
Latest Equipment for Properly TeeV
filed notice of intention to make 3 First Pub. Nov. 25, 1922
My sister and I were on the boat
;
Have you ever itopped to think
lng jsyea
which was to take us up the river
year Proof, to establish claim to the Last Pub. Dec. 2, 1922.
Great Poet's Limitations.
S.
of the money which is waited by
U.
before
teleland
above
described,
an
I
remembered
Life
Home
"The
Important
when
One Incident from
POSTOFFICE BUILDING
throwing away shoes
before
Commissioner, at Grants, Valencia
made. of
Swinburne," by Mrs. Clara Watts Co., New Mexico, on the 7 day of Dec.
phone message I ought to have
their real usefulness
is ended?
the
IN THE DISTRICT COURT,
'
I hurried off the gangplank, up
Dunton :
1922.
COUNTY OF McKINLEY,
My modern repair service does
was so confined
street, and Into the nearest drug store.
names as witnesses:
"Ills
Claimant
Intelligence
- DR.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
not destroy the comfort of the old
M. M. ELLISON
As I returned the last passengers were to pretty and Imaginative literature
Alberto Savadra, of Grants, N. M.
NOTICE OF SUIT
'hoe It merely makes that comaboard the boat.
mechanism of a soda Adolfo Blea of Grants, N. M., Rube State of New Mexico
the
going
even
DENTIST
thut
fort more valuable to you by
Marino, of Grants, N. M,, Lenardo
"Where Is your ticket, miss?" asked water syphon was beyond him.
retaining it at the same time
of Grants, N. M.
official.
the
Gallup Clinic Building
)
"When for the first time I manipu- Blea,
that it makes the shoe sound
County of McKinley
A. M. BERGERE,
Amelia Uibson,
and watertight
Where, Indeed I I dashed back to lated one in his presence, he gaaed
Register.
(1324)
New Mexlee
Gallup
Plaintiff.
the drug store. Fortunately, my purse fixedly at me, evincing considerable First Publication, Nov. 4, '22.
1946
vs.
Bring In those worn shoe.) and
where I had left It.
was
'22.
Last Publication, Dec. 2,
apprehension for piy safety.
1st me fix them
Charles M. Gibson,
up.
But when I reached the boat again
"I succeeded In releasing a gentle
Defendant.
In.
the plank had been taken
stream Into my glass.
PUBLICATION.
To the above named defendant:
NOTICE FOR
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D, .
an
with
said
"Irtt all rlifht. miss," said the grin
he
S.
I
U.
nf
Your are hereby notified that a suit
the Interior.
"When
stopped,
nnnrtmpnt
And
Practice Limited to:
whurf.
the
on
.
above
and
the
in
been
filed against you
wex., has
surprise,
Land Office at Santa J?e,
accent of admiration
ning negro porter
Diseases and ,
Geal
named court and county and state by
Oct 27, 1922.
before I knew what was happening he 'How cleverly you did that; I couldn't
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HE UNDERSTOOD
;
"You admit you were speeding!"
"Yes, your honor"
"A frank confession goes a long way
in this court. What excuse have you
for exceeding the speed limit?'
"A man in an old rattletrap flivver
drove up behind me and bawled to
i to set. out of the way and let some
body use the street who could get
more out of one cylinder than I could
get out of six."
"Umph! I do a little motoring myself. I'll let let you off with the minimum fine this time." Birmingham

t

Part

of a Collection.

"Just a moment," Interrupted the
defendant's lawyer. "You say you
despise this man you are suing for
$50,000, yet you bring his alleged love
letters Into court carefully tied up
with a pink ribbon."
"There Is no sentiment in that," re
plied the fair plaintiff, haughtily. "I
to dis
merely used a pink ribbon
tinguish bis from the other?;."
,

An Emergency Case,
v,
The nhnrnh Krhnnl mill r,koo,- -.
"Where are you going in such a
health side of "Educational Sunday"
next Sunday morning at 9:45: There hurry?"
will be a fine two reel motion picture
"Tn bop h frlpnd of mine." snld Mr.
film; Dr. W. B. Cornell will give a Gadspur. "He needs my advice."
ww on ine care 01 the teeth; and
he in financial dimeuitiesr
there will be distributed, free, a tube "Is
of a
of tooth-pasto everyone present at "No. He's the father
boy with curly hair and a dimthe session.
At the Eleven O'clock Service the ple In his chin. I've just heard that
to make the child c
pastor will Speak on "Education" The he is planning
teachers of the public schools are in- movie star."
vited to be present as the special
Musical Note.
guests of the church.
A very deaf old woman walking
Sunday will, be the "Every Member
Canvass'' of the Church. There will along the street saw an Italian turnbe a Congregational Service during ing a peanut roaster. She stood look-in- s
the Morning Worship and every memat it a while, shook her head, and
ber of the teams is urged to be pre
I shan't give yo any
sent ior mis. immediately after the said: "No,
for such music as that. I can t
Morning Service the teams will have moneyanv
hear
of the tnnes. and besides It
limch with TV nnrf Mm Stiivlr in
Manse. And then at two o'clock they smells as if there were something
win go out, two by twos, to solicit burning inside." The
the pledges to cover the budget for
the cominer war. Fuorimno in tv.
parish is urged to remain at home
Something In a Name.
uniu aner tne team lor their dis"Now here's a neat buncalow," said
trict has called.
the real estate agent. "Just the
The Woman's f.irrlo
VJI thing for you, and only $5,000."
' ' . 1 man
i . w urill
Thursday afternoon in the parlors of "Let s enter into an nmlnble con
the Church for work.
LfiSt SfttllTflft
o DUVVCDiUlU
V arofilr
nnoo-- ,,1 spiracy," said the prospective cus
Food Sale was held by the ladies. tomer.
Eh?"
Last Thursday a large group met for
a inanKFgiving service at tne home
'Cull It a cottage and cut the
oi iurs. d. m. Boyle, under the aus. price."
vices of the V. A C lii.nnn. nu,u
Wednesday afternnnn tho Indian met
at the Manse for a special called meeting to meet and hear Mrs. Heald. Dr.
ana ivirs. neaia were m the city from
tveunesuav morninir until Thnrorinv
morninir.
WeHnpmtnv
avanim
y vTw.jjig lilt,
were the guests of Dr.
and Mrs. L.
a. oiarK at tne Kiwams banquet at
the Harvey House.
Thursday the
Church joins in a Union Thanksgiving
Service.
OOA,
Last
!.
- - Slinrlnva mnmtno
' "f, tnn Pi....-iiuitu
HELPING HIM OUT
School KPnt n tn it hiirh affnlnnn
"Your cousin's medical practice, I
and established a new offering record
4.ii ior tne current ex- suppose, doesnt amount to muoh
penses and $9.02 for the monthly1 yet 7"
missinnnrv nfforinir
Hfw
"No. We relatives do sll we esn,
class gained the banner for the com but, of course, ws can't bs sick all
ing montn, miss Lynn's class having the time."

Everything to please the
kiddies and the prices are
very reasonable.

d
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Santa Claus has a letter
box in our store, have the
children write early, bring
them in to look around as
it is a pleasure to show our
Goods.

f

A Small Deposit Is All That Is Necessary to Have Us Lay Away and Hold
It Is Wise to
Any Goods in The Store.
3HQP JEARLY.

--

11

n..i.

it last month.

y IJ A t TATAVnc Dry T mi F
MEXICO.
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Word from
is at the Mayo Bros, hospital at Rochester, Minn., brings the good news
that he is constantly improving.
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UNKNOWN PEOPLES OF AFRICA

of Beings Who Art Said to
Live

in

ths

Trees,

Among

Thot. enumerated.

d

Claw-bande-

ud

Al mysterious Is the race of glgnn- tie natives In the unknown dewrts
orth of Vaso Nylro and the Lorlnn
This strange
fraramp. East Africa.
Me Is known by tradition to the mi
fives now Inhabiting the land went of
Cm Juba In the north and the Tuna
tfc the south. ThHr name appears to
"the Munthlnle," and tradition
kS It they are Christians, and

Long Trip for Tomatoes.
Bull grows some tomatoes but
not nearly enough for his demands
so that he depends upon the outside

orlg-tttll-

that?
The Crystal Gaaer It will happen
without doubt. That Is, barring accidents.

New York Sun.

came from Abyssinia.
Until pestilence and native wars
Natural Complaint
troke them they are mild to hnve culMrs. Cnbshaw If yon don't ask for
tivated large areas, osed Irrigation to
rtlM crops, owned camels and lived any more candy I'll buy you one of
great circular houses, the huge those nice toy balloons.
Willie That's lust Ilka von. mam
Cram at which testify to their
ma. Whenever you give n anything
It has a string on it

t

:

Hoot Gibson in
"THE LONG CHANCE
Two Reel Mermaid

(W.

"BLAZES"
WEEKLY NEWS

MONDAY
Repeating
SUNDAY'S

'

PROGRAM

TUESDAY
Betty Compson in
"THE BONDED W0MA
Two Reel Century CsHaaV
"SOME FAMILY"
HOLMES TluVi

T

WEDNESDAY
Repeating
TUESDAY'S

PROGRAM

THURSDAY
Wesley Barry in
"SCHOOL DAYS"
Snub Pollard Comedy
"SOME BABY"

Alfred Founded British Navy.
It whs King Alfred the Great who
founded the English nuvy. Toward
the end of his reign the navy Is said
to have consisted of about 300 vessels,
which were stationed on the east, west,
and south coasts of the kingdom ; and
this syHteni of stationing squadrons
at different parts of the coast may be
said to he in force today, though modern naval science has now substituted
destroyers and submarines for the vessels of Alfred's day. With such ships
King Alfred, the founder of the "blue-wate- r
school" of sailors, scoured the
narrow seas so effectually that no Invader dared approach, and he asserted
such dominion in British waters that
was to
at last no pirate or
be found In them. A further advance
In warship building belongs to the
feign of Edward HI in the Fourteenth
century. The vessel most used was
called a "cog," a word from which we
get onr "cogswaln," or "coxswain," the
master of one of those "cogs."

FRIDAY
Repeating
"SCHOOL

DAYS"

SATURDAY
Jack Holt and Dorothy
"OX THE HIGH SEAS"

Daltsa

Two Reel Comedy
Bull Montana in
.
"A PUNCTURED PRINCE"
WEEKLY NEWS
Coming Next Week:
Gloria Swanson in
"HER GILDED CAGE"
Rudolph Valentino in
"BLOOD AND SAND"

sea-rov-

Turkish Capital's Tragic History.
Constantinople, the capital of the
Moslem empire, received its name In
the year 830, when the city was formally dedicated as the seat of the
eastern empire by Constantino
the
Great, after whom It was named.
The site of the city was that of the
ancient Byzantium, which had been
founded by Byzas and a colony of
Megarlans In 667 B. C. It was allied
first with the Greeks and later with
the Romans, but rebelled against the
latter, was besieged for two years and
finally laid In ruins. For over a century it remained practically uninhabited, until Constantlne selected it as
the capital of the empire, destroying
all heathen temples and replacing
them with the edifices of the new
In May, 1453, the city was
faith.
taken by Mahomet II and the Turk
has held it ever since,

'
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RAILROAD
Durango,

Colo.

C.

G.

Fitzffen!

force tf tt
Los Angeles Syndicate, returned fa
Durango recently, from a trip k'
San Juan county, Utah, where Mk
been working with his force for ft.

head of the appraising

past week.
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Following the complete
of all subscribed lands, it
be necessary to adjust a consider!,
number of contracts, as the landi eav
tracted in many instances ut priek
too high to conform with present
values in the Basin.
The adjustment campaign, howw,
is expected to take but a short W
hopmicA it la rertnin that anT 1ST
owner who has inadvertently subier
ed his land at too high a figure sv
readily make his price conformity
that of other land owners who W
contracted at fair, present MX
ues. Not until this is done will y,
Basin have complied with the WJ
tions of the contract, but when tMtii
completed, there is every lndictuj
-apprsit-men-

It was with surprise we read that
Mr. W. J. Bryan's auto had crashed
into a woman candidate's car out West
as we had never know him to run
quite so close to another candidate
that the ranroau
before. Grand Rapids Press.
promptly start.

Information.
man in your position cannot
know too much," remarked the admir
ing friend.
"It may be impossible to know too
"A

m

consiruewuu

9

THE STYLE SHOP
DECEMBER 11

Wiser.
Burrows Sorry, old chnp, but I am
looking for a little flnanclul succor,
again.
Bangs You'll have to hunt further.
I'm not the little financial sucker 1
used to be. The Lawyer and Banker.
,

The Edison

Phonographs
PRICES RIGHT AND
MANY STYLES TO
SELECT FROM

Proof of Devotion.
"Tom proposed to me last night."
"Did you accept him?"
"Of course I did. Any man who
would propose these times when the
cost of living Is so high must love a
girl a lot."
His Comeback.
Wife (bltterly)-T- he
kind of woman
for you to have married Is a silly
fool.
Hub I'm glad you think I did the
correct thing, my dear.
Great Will Power.
"Tea, indeed, my uncle can make
me do anything he wants me to."
"He must have great will power." '"
"You bet he has. He can will
$2,000,000."

F.

V.

Wurni

He

Probably Had.
Haven't I seen you somewhere

sometlast

Bit
t tk

Oh,

very

Mkely.

time yoej mentloB.

I was titers

j

While out in that district the If
praisers got well over all of the tont
tracts in that section. According
present plans, the appraisement 4
lands will require all of the time inht
vening between this date and Dwa

Nothing Doing.
"Whut, you refuse to loan me $20
me your Intlmnte friend, whom you
onco called your alter ego?"
"Ah, my dear boy, 1 know myself
too well you would never return the
money."

fields. The growing of tomatoes forms
the largest Industry In the Canary
islands, and the manner In which the
fruit Is consigned to foreign markets
is n tribute to the efficiency of the
shippers. Owing to the long journey
overseas the tomatoes have to be
picked when they are turning from
green to yellow and they ripen on the
voynge. Long years of experience
huve taught the growers exactly
when to gather their crops for consumption abroad, and although the
fruit has not the same delicate flavor
possessed by home grown, they are
received In England In great quanti
ties between the regular seasons.
Chicago Tribune.
Almost Certain.
The Crystal Gater I'm sorry to tell
you, madum, that your husband will
meet his end by being run over by a
motor car.
Mrs. Credulous Oh, are you sure of

ALAMO-SUNDA-

much," replied Senator Sorghum, "but
to tell too much."

,

" In a part of unknown Africa a race
of tree beings are aald to exist, who
Ut In the topa of the trees and are
sheltered from enemies by the dense
and
foliate. Theee folk, two-toepasa from tree to tree
With ths ease and activity of monkeys,
aro of a particularly feroctoua
in
Then there are dwarf
Catnra.
Central Africa which lire Uke wild
Animals among the rocks and bushes.
Their projecting Jaws and protruding
Kpa, slender,
legs and protruding bellies give them the true apelike appearance. Tney are singularly
timid and fleet at the light of stran

Mr. F. G. STUMP,
ORGr
Sunday Solo
"ON THE
Y

In the Fifteenth century, provisions
for a noble household lmd to be on
hand for a long while In advance,
for stores were not convenient to the
great estates. Breakfast Is only one
of the excitements chronicled in "The
I'ustons and Their England: Studies
In an Age of Transition," by H. S.
Bennett, but it wns an extraordinary
menu that began the day In the period
In the
of the Wars of the Roses.
Northumberland Household Book Margaret I'oston prescribes this meal "for
the Nurcy, for my Lady Margaret, and
Item a Man.
Master Ingeram Percy.
chet a Quarte of Bere n Dysch of
Butter a Pece of Saltflsji a Dysch of
My Ladls Gentlywomen,
Sproltts."
however, fared more simply: "Item a
Loof of Brede a Pottell of Bere a
Pece of Saltfish."
Throughout beer is the faithful
companion of snlt fish. Before Lent
It was necessary for Margaret Pas-to- n
to order fish by the "horse load"
and quantities of eels. Luxuries came
from overseas, and she frequently requested her absent menfolk to send
home spices of all sorts. "I pray you
that you will vouchsafe to send me
another sugar loaf, for my old one Is
done."

it's mighty easy

John

Rao

rex prog: '
for next v,7

Com- -

If.

If time were really money,
Our lucky stars we'd thank.
We'd eava up all our leisure
And with It start a bank.

c

"Aerial Wavps PWc
Stool
av
M
ObVIl
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you can't hide from them even in a
boiler factory. Toledo Blade.
. .

FIFTEENTH CENTURY

panioni, Accoraing to nouscnoiu
Books of the Period.

Washington, Nov. 30. In a speech
made m the Nation's Capital before
a mass meetings in the interest of a
new Masonic Temple, Secretary of
the Navy Denby praised the Masonic
g
order and expressed nimseii as
happy to belong to it, because of
its principles of toleration and pat
riotism.
Secretary Denby took the
opportunity to criticise secret orders
which aim at religious intolerance,
and particularly those which put anything higher that allegience to country. He said in part:
"Certain forms of secret organizations apparently are designed to supercede law and enforce their will.
Nothing more dangerous to the continued mental and spiritual health of
the Republic could well be conceived
than such societies.
The fundamental law of what we term a
country,' is, and must be. obed
ience to law. When any community
or body of men or women within a
community disregard the orderly pro
cesses 01 tne law, a blow is struck
at the roots of the Republic
"In this country any secret order,
no matter how harmless its secrets
may be, which invades the realm of
pojiucs ana strives 10 control tne des
tinies of our country, or the government of our States and cities is ob
There is no room in a
jectionable.
free country such as ours, for per
sons who wish to combine in secret
and take oaths that compel them to
act in concert in matters governmental. Freedom to vote without external restraint is as clear a right as
freedom, to vote in secret. A man's
franchise is his own, no more to be
sworn away than to be sold away." '
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Beer and Salt Fish Inoeparable
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FOOD

DENBY

WE NOW HAVE

A

FULL LINE OF BREAD
AND FANCY PASTRY
Made In Our Own Bakery
We know that everyone wants
bread Try ours.
It is Just What You Have good
Been Looking For
WE ARE NOW SERVING

THREE MEALS PER DAY

From 7 A. M.
8 P. M.
till
The best of cooking and service. Try us if you like good

things to eat

Candy Shop

it

